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Jimmy Carter's Aunt
In Murray Wednesday
'Re's what he's been all his life, an
Carter s aunt also strongly emhonest, Christian, man of integrity,"
phasized that whatever the outcome of
she said.
the election in November, she will be
"He" i,s Jimmy Carter. "She" is
going back to Roswell, Georgia, to
Emily C•orrly (Sissy) Dolvin, by her
pursue her own active life. "There's no
own admission Carter's favorite aunt.
job for me in Washington," she said.
Mrs_ Dolvin was in Murray Wed"Jimmy doesn't believe in that kind of
nesday on the campaign trail throug
h
thing, and I know there's not any
West Kentucky for her nephew. She
volunte
er work that I'm qualified for."
held a press conference last night,
and
• Carter had been governor of Georgia
then spoke at a dinner at the Holida
y
for about a year and a half when
Inn.
"Sissy" asked him what the next step
Mrs. Dolvin is one of 11 members of
was. "I asked him, 'Are you going to
Carter's family who are scattered
run for vice-president or president?
throughout the nation stumping for the
Mrs. Dolvin said. "And he told me then,
Democratic presidential hopeful.
'I'm going to run for president."
Carter, Mrs. Dolvin said,"has a deep
This is Mrs. Dolvin's first trip to
love and affection for the people of this
Western Kentucky. She and Mrs.
country. He is not a part of the
Carter were in Paducah Wednesday
Washington machinery, he's a new face
afternoon.
in Washington.':
Mrs. Dolvin has long been active
Mrs. Dolvin spoke mostly in general-terms of her nephew. "I've always --campaigning for her nephew. In his
1966 and 1970 gubernatorial campaigns;
felt that Jimmy was going to amount
to
she was in charge of all volunteers. In
something," she said.

lambda Chi Alpha will once again serve
free watermelon at the tourth annual watermelon
bust. Activities
begin at 4 p. m. and the public is invited

Watermelon Bust
To Be Held Friday

January, 4975, she started on the
campaign trail for Carter's bid for the
presidential nomination.
Presently, she is an elder in the
Roswell Presbyterian Church, a
charter member of the Roswell
Woman's Club and Roswell Garden
Club; chairman of the Concerned
Citizens Committee for North Fulton
Child Development Association;
secretary of the Roswell Recreation
Commission; and member of the
Roswell Civic Design Commission.
Mrs. Dolvin was also instrumental in
organizing the Roswell Historical
Society and the Leagut of Women
Voters unit.
Mrs. Dolvin received the Roswell's
Woman of the Year award in 1966; the
Layman's award from Georgia
Recreation and Parks Society in 1968;
and received awards in 1973 and 1975
from the Roswell Jaycees in
recognition of her Community service.

Hubbard Rated As

At University
Music, laughter, and watermelon
seeds will fill the air as Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity at Murray State
presents its annual Watermelon Bust on
Friday,Sept. 10,from 4-6 p.m.
It is the third consecutive year the
popular summertime fruit has
provided entertainment and tests of
skill for members of sororities and
women's dormitories on campus.
Examples of the events include n
seed-spitting contest, musical water
buckets, a watermelon hunt, watermelon relays, and the crowning of a
new watermelon queen.
Courier-Journal columnist, Billy
Reed, will be on hand for the judging of
the new queen. and will be aided by
Judge Robert 0. Miller, William E.
Wilson, fraternity advisor, and Tim
Langford, Student Government
Association President,
Rick Orr, Murray, chairman, urged
"all interested persons to come and
witness all events and partake in the
free watermelon the fraternity is
providing."

WASHINGTON, D. C., — U.S.
Congressman Carroll Hubbard of
Mayfield has been rated Kentucky's
most conservative Democratic
member of the 94th Congress.
The rating has been announced by the
Washington-based
American Conservative Union.
The
liberal
Americans for
Democratic Action rate Hubbard the
lowest score among Kentucky
Democrats in Congress. National
favorites of the Americans for
Democratic Action are U. S. Senator
George McGovern of South Dakota and
Congresswoman Bella Abzug of New
York.
Congressman Hubbard, who served
six months last year as Chairman of the
75 freshmen Democrats,said today that
he "simply votes the thinking of the
great majority of people in Kentucky."
Hubbard added,"My constituents want
a balanced federal budget, less spending for waste and extravagance in
government programs, less controls on
farmers and businessmen by the

federal bureaucrats, less fraud in the
welfare system, tougher controls on
criminals, a more equitable tax
structure, an end to court-ordered
busing and continued control of the
Panama Canal."
Hubbard says, "I came to Congress
in January of last year indicating I was
a moderate but after watching and
listening to the many far-left, flaming
liberals for 20 months here in
Washington, I'm proud to be named
Kentucky's
most
conservative
Democratic member of the 94th
Congress."
The ratings of the Members of
Congress are through key votes cast in
the House and Senate.

Plans Made
For Civic
Music Dinner

CARTER'S AUNT — Mrs. -Sissy" Dolvin, aunt of Democr
atic presidential nominee Jimmy Carter, was in Murray
Wednesday,on the campaign trail for her nephew.from
left are Bill Cherry, secretary-treasurer for the local
Carter campaign; Martha Layne Collins, clerk of the
Supreme Court of Kentucky; Gil Maths, local campaign
chairman for Carter Mrs. Dolvin; and Ed Whitfield, first
district calnpaign chairman for Carter.

O.

Staff Pboto by Davie-Hi*

The Murray Civic Music Association
has completed its plans for the workers'
party, "Summer Supper Americana,"
that opens the 1976-77 campaign for
memberships. Only last minute
preparations remain to be done for the
annual workers' dinner which will be
held Sunday,September 12,at 5:30 p.m.
at the University Branch of the Bank of
Three parent groups are being
unit in which parents will share specific
Murray. The early response to the
organized at Murray State University
individ
ual problems and insights in an
letters sent to the 1975-76 membership
as part of a research project designed
interaction setting. They will also hear
indicates enthusiastic endorsement of
to compare and measure the results of
tapes of established authors and
this year's series of programs, a
different parent training programs.
authori
ties in the field of parent
spokesman said.
Parents in the area who have
training.
This series is the most ambitious one
children in grades one through six may
Group leaders for the project will be:
ever attempted by the board. For the
participate in the training groups at no
Dr. Thomas Holcomb, associate
first time in the history of the
charge. Each group will meet from 7 to
professor of professional studies; Dr.
association a fifth concert — the in- 9 p.m.
once a week for eight weeks,
Thomas Muehleman, associate
ternationally recognized Gregg Smith
beginning the week of Oct. 4.
professor of psychology; and Sondra
Singers — has been added.
Supported by a grant awarded by the
Ford, a counselor in the Counseling and
Several sources of income make this
Committee of Institutional Research at
Testing Center.
series of programs possible, the
Murray State, the project is under the
Wilson said each group will be limited •
spokesman added. The sale of tickets to
direction of Dr. Wade Wilson, an
to a maximum of 12 people on a firsttownspeople and to people in
assistant professor in the Division of
come, first-served basis. He urged
surrounding communities has inSocial Work. Wilson, along with Dr.
anyone who is interested to register as
creased steadily. Murray State
Jeanette Walker, formerly an assistant
soon as possible by notifying Dr. Wade
University contributes money which
professor of special education,
Wilson, Division of Social Work,
entitles all students to attend free by
prepared the grant proposal.
Murray
State University, Murray. Ky.,
showing their identification card. The
One group will focus on rein42071, (telephone 502 762-6461). The
Kentucky Arts Commission assists with
forcement theory. Parents will be
deadline for registration is Oct. 1.
financial support.
concerned with how to respond to
The Patrons' fund, started last year, specifi
c child behavior they would like
added a substantial amount to the
to change.
budget:This year it is expected that
Another group will be involved in a
twenty-five per cent of the money which
program of systematic training for
comes from patrons will be matched by
becoming .a more effective parent
the Governor's Challenge Grant.
through the development of greater
In appreciation for the help the
understanding • of the child and his
patrons are giving to enrich the 1976-77
emotions and through techniques of
season's series of programs. a
improving communication and
recognition party will be given for them
resolving conflict.
following the Van Cliburn concert,pn
Three more candidates have filed for
. The third group will be a discussion
December 2. This party is not to be
local office in the November general
confused with the workers' kick-off
election, according to County Court
Senior Citizens To
dinner September 12, the spokesman
Clerk Marvin Harris.
pointed out.
Be Guest At MSU Game Billy Joe Kingins has filed his papers
for the Calloway County School Board.
TODAY'S INDEX
Senior Citizens, sixty years of age or Kingins will oppose Billy Joe Stubolder, will be special guests at, the blefield in that race.
One Section Today
Also. Ruby Hale and Billy Balentine
Murray
State-Delta State football game
Local Scene
234
have
filed their papers for a city council
at
Stewar
Stadiu
t
m, Murray State
Dear Abby
2
seat left vacant by the resignation of
Univers
ity,
Saturd
on
Septem
ay,
ber
Horoscope
11.
3
Phillip Tibbs. Mrs. Hale had been
at 7:30p. m.
Garrott's Galley,
5
Free tickets to the game may be appointed by the council to serve in
Let's Stay Well
5
obtained at the Senior Citizens office at Tibbs' place until the election. •
Opinion Page
5
Other candidates unopposed for
205 South Seventh Street, Murray, or
Sports
67
county school board are Ferrell Miller,
call 753-0929 for information.
Crossword
11
Senior Citizens desiring tran- now chairman of the board, and Lubie
Comics
11
sportat
ion Saturday night are asked to Parrish. Melissa Easley and Maurice
Classifieds
11,12,13
call
753-972
5 by Friday, September 10. Ryan have filed their papers for reDeaths & Funerals
14
election to the Murray City School
officials said.
Board.

Parent Groups Being Kathy Oliver New
Program Director
Organized, University

---- Murray Kiwanis Club presented checks in the amoun
t of $150 each to the
two local high schools for the purpose of furnishing books
to needy high
school students. Perry Cavitt, Kiwanis president, presen
ted checks to (top)
Ron McAlister and James Feltner, principal and
assistant principal of
Calloway County High School and,(below), to Ray A.
Reeves, principal ofMurray High School, The Kiwanis dub expressed
thanks to the public for
their support at the Calloway County Fair booth
which makes these
donations possible ach year.

4

Three File
For Office
Locally

Miss Kathy Oliver of Union City, Tn.,
is the Supportive Service Director in
the Senior Citizen Nutrition Program
which will start in Murray September
13. The first noon-day lunch will be
served at 12:00 in the Second Street
Center.
Miss Oliver is an alumnae of Murray
State University working on her
Masters Degree of Science in Home

Kathy Oliver
Economics Education. She is a member
of Kappa Omicron Phi, a national
scholastic honorary organization, and
of Alpha Delta Pi. For the past week
she has interviewed prospective persons who will pa,-ticipate in the
Nutrition Program.
Three hot meals a week will be
served to senior citizens. The program
is designed for those persons who live
alone, for those who are recuperating
from an illness or are not physically
able to prepare nutritious meals for
themselves, and for those who desire
companionship. Bus service is
available for these people. All persons
will be expected to contribute to the
basic cost of the meals inproportion to
their ability to pay.
Fpilowing the meals, a social hour
will be arranged by Miss Oliver which
witi include games, singing, films.
slides, and demonstrations and talks on
nutrition.
Those persons interested in this
program for Senior Citizens should call
Miss Oliver, telephone number: 7623831.
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Preview. ... Land Between The Lakes

The Murra•
Ledger

Time.

Hospital Report

September

-Deck -Atb4.

Thru Wed.
7:20,9:30+ 2:30Sat., Sun.

The terrifying motion pictun
Irons fly terrifying No. 1 hest sulk r.

'Harmless' Fantasy
Is Harassment

111. TOO INTENSE OR YOUNGER CHILDREN

By Abigail Van Buren

Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:45
Pleasure Plantation"(X)18 or Over

a Ifni by CilKaeo Yotwonel•

DEAR ABBY: If I were a Catholic, I'd go to confession
and get this guilt off my conscience, but seeing as how I'm
a Baptist, I'm writing to you instead.
I'm a grown woman, but I've been acting like a
schoolgirl about a man in town. I became infatuated with
him two years ago, and I haven't been able to leave him
alone since.
•
I've sent him anonymous love letters, cards and poems,
and I've even called him on the phone to hear his voice,
but I always hang up right away.
I've waited on street corners just to catch a glimpse of
him, but I've never spoken to him. He knows someone has
a crush on him, but he doesn't know who.
Abby, I can't get this man out of my mind. I even
dream about him. Is it wrong to enjoy a little harmless
fantasy?
Sometimes I hate myself for pestering him like I do, but
I can't seem to help myself. Just writing this has made me
feel better. Thanks for listening.
FULLY GROWN CHILD

Thru Wed. 9/22
7:25,9:10 + 2:30 Sat., Sun.

By the time the world's
greatest detectives
figure out whodunnit_.
you could die laughing!

Ends Tonite 7:10,9:30
"Midway"(PO)

.•wHERF:'A/ETV/0A1.1Y.'STOPP.El)

ENTRY FEE:

$1,200
PER DAY
EXIT FEE'

YOUR LIFE!

1949...a neat time
to be young!
—to be a
McCulloch!

art's irelkmt

elHa
lie are pleased tii an•
'loaner that Aimberh
Gras. bride-elect of
Hay. has se/riled her
..aranlesx and Pullen
from fair •• Mete bridal
regatirY.
kimberlir - 1 Alan
Will be married on Nei,
rember 27. I ti76.

himberh

lion,
1,1,1‘

S
-1"

The Shopocasf

•

121 By-Pan
753-4541
31F-4.--

14
:

Da

Pftairtvi-f t.,4 wag•Etuteom.44

WHY BUY ELSEWHERE
WHEN YOU CAN BUY
IT FOR LESS AT BEHR'S?

cm

F

in Central Shopping Center

:Au674,-

.5•0

DEAR ADBY: Several years ago, my husband's brother
died. His widow now claims that she is no longer related to
any of my husband's family. How about her children?
Aren't they still my nieces and nephews? And aren't they
still the grandchildren of her deceased husband's parents?
She is getting married again, and even though she will
have another husband and another name, I still feel that
she is my sister-in-law, but she feel? otherwise.
Please straighten this out.
CANCELLED OUT

!NIA:VOLUM%
Plus Hit No. 2 8, Hit No. 3

DEAR CANCELLED OUT: If your signature reflects
your feelings, don't try to maintain a family relationship
with your former sister-in-law. Technically, she is no longer
related to her deceased husband's family, but her children
will always be related to Them.
For Abby's booklet. "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,
Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long, sell-addressed, stamped
1244) envelope.

CROSS IT-- and
you gel
'tossed
off'

-Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
Has First Meet Of Year
Each Feature Shown Once Nitely

FASHIONABLE JUMP SUITS

The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter the center at 630 Ellis Drive on
of Beta Sigma Phi held its first Thursday, September 2, at
meeting of the 1976-77 year at 7:30 p.m. with Shirley Martin,
president, presiding.
Reports were given by Vicki
Holton, treasurer, Mary
Graves, corresponding
secretary, and Rowena
Emerson, advisor. Program
books and yearbooks were
distributed by Debbie Lyons,
Names for Rushees were
submitted
to
Peggy
Carraway. The Rush Party
will be held at the next regular
monthly meeting on September 16 at 7:30 p.m. at the
Ellis Center.
Members attending were ha
Brown, Carolyn Caldwell,
Peggy Carraway, Rheanita
Coleman, Rowena Emerson,
Brenda Estes, Joyce Gibson,
Mary Graves, Debbie Grogan,
Linda Hodge, Vicki Holton,
Sue Ann Hutson, Debbie
Lyons, Shirley Martin,
Jeannie Morgan, Joyce
Thomas, Pam Thornton, and
Glenda Wilson.

from Miami & California. Your Choice of Calcutta &
variety of polyester knits.
REGULAR UP TO 31.99

Fall Is Here

Your
Choice

Fashions Arriving Daily

and more

ST1CKB AND KNIVES
W I N SION-SALEM, N.C.
(AP) — Chopsticks were used
in China in the 4th century
B.C., well before Europeans
started eating with knives and
forks, according to Chun King.
The name chopsticks is K'uaitzu in Chinese. K'ual means
quick or speedy.

DEAR N(YT: In Iowa where I was raised, children
addressed adults with "Ma'am" and "Sir" to show respect
for their elders.
In the South, years ago, it was mandatory for servants
to use "Ma'am" and "Sir" when addressing their
employers. I Some still do.)
Since you're from Alabama, I can understand your
objections. Your husband obviously wasn't raised in the
South.

Thru Sat.

Serbin
Luigi
Vincent'
Alfred Weber

September 6, 1976
Adults 124
Nursery 7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Mohler (mother
Kathy A.), Rt. 1, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Jerry W. Maness, Box 71,
Dexter, Jason R. Almand,1510
Clayshire, Murray, Mrs.
Irbanell White, Rt. 1, Murray,
George L. Green, Rt. 7,
Murray, Mrs. Rebecca W.
Churchill, 1507 Cardinal Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Dona Holland,
Rt. 1, Alm.

or telephone 502-924-5506.
Meet at Center Station, 5:30
P.m.
Sun. 26th — National
Hunting And Fishing Day Empire Farm. Activities
begin 12 p.m.

•Mtuutcuit• Couttai,Shoppou3CeAktah,-Mu'itttaki

DeRN. ABBY:`My- prnblertria m small one, but it's
causing a lot of disagreement between my husband and
me. I'm 23 and he is 27.
I have a 6-year-old brother who my husband feels should
say, "Yes, Ma'am" and "No,•Ma'am" to me, and "Sir" to
him.
I strongly disagree. Abby, I don't want a brother of
mine saying "Ma am ' to me, no mattes what age he is.
Ilve asked a lot of people how they feel about this
"Ma'am and Sir" business and have gotten mixed
reactions. I'd like to know how you feel about it.
NOT "MA'AM" IN MOBILE,ALA.

I - FUTUREWORLD"
BEGINS!

3't

Campers Fair - Piney
Catnpground. Sponsored by
UT-Martin; Kentucky
Distrtt One NCHA Clubs;
Middle Tennessee District
NCHA Clubs; Kentucky
Good Sam Club; U.S. Army
Outdoor Recreation Section, Fort Campbell; Land
Between The Lakes Area
Ministry; Western Kentucky
Twin
Lakz..
,s
Recreation Vehicle Dealers
Association; and TVA's
Land Between The Lakes.
Activities ranging from flea
markets to puppet shows,
open house for the public,
special activities for
campers. Camping on firstcome-first-served basis.
Fri. 24th — Night Visual A 11
/
2-hour drive searching
for elusive wildlife such as
the Fallow Deer. Meet at
Center Station at 8:30 p.m.
Sat. 25th — Mysteries of
Bird Migration - A slidelecture and search for
migrating birds. Center
Station, 2-5 p.m.
Hayride And Cookout Climb aboard for a trip
along back-country roads
with a midway stop for a
cookout. $1 per person.
Make reservations before 1
p.m. at campground gates

DEAR CHILD: It's not "a little harmless fantasy" to
call a man on the phone and hang up. And sending
anonymous letters, cards and poems can make him feel
threatened and uncomfortable.
You are guilty of harassment—which is punishable by
law. I urge you to leave the man alone, for his sake and
yours.

Starts TOMORROW!
•

y Moron Synil OK.

1-30 — Squirrel Season
open, Dove Season open (to
conform to statewide
seasons)
Fri. 10th — Woodland
Walk - Join our naturalist
for a leisurely 45-minute
walk to discover the
historical and natural
features of the area. Meet
at Center Station at 4 p.m.
Sat. llth — Wings of
Morning - Meet at 7 a.m. at
Hematite Lake to observe
early morning birdlife and
enjoy the quiet of the
morning hours.
Era Of Iron Revisited - In
quiet repose, old Center
Furnace provides the
setting for a step into the
bustling past of the iron
era? Meet at Center Furnace at 1010 a m.
Shoreline Ecology - Meet
at Silo Overlook to learn
more about the interrelationships of lake and
shore, 2 p.m.
Sun. 12th — Horsemanship Show - Training
and care of horses and
equipment
will
be
demonstrated by Murray
State University Farm
personnel. Empire Farm 14 30 p.m.
Fri. - Sun. 17-19 —

Br

Select
from...
v Jumpsuits

t,Short Dresses
V Sportswear
v Long Dresses
v Separates
v Holiday
Wear
1,Lingerie and
v Accessories

`.1"he Showcase
Murray

Jacquards & patterns
REG. 29.99 to 33.99

1599

1599

— Famous Name Nationally Advertised

FA Li-GOO R-D IN AT-ED &PC/USW EAR
•JACKETS•BLAZERS•PANTS
•SKIRTS•SHIRTS•VESTS•TOPS
YOUR
CHOICE

REGULAR 16.99

599

•

___HANDBAG__SAIE-Another shipment just arrived.-

DRESSES—PAN-T--Stiff-5
AND JUMPSUITS

Fabulous handbags for back-toschool, leisure or work.

Our entire Summer Inventory

REG. 19.99 to 39.99
500700_900

Mr..i312744DODD BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Danny G
Dodd of Route One, Buchanan,
Tenn., announce the birth of a
baby boy, Klye Everton,
weighing eight pounds thirteen ounces, born on Sunday,
August 22, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mrs. A •
E. Dodd, Sr., and the late Mr.
Dodd of Buchanan, Tenn., and
Mr. and Mrs. R. K. Butler of
Paris,Tenn.

JACKET DRESS

°MY'.
"'N

FLOATS ANQ CAFTANS
New Selection of defter Quality
Patterns, Styles and Colors.

REGULAR
17.99 to 19.99

699

099
-4•4;:!

SLEEPWEAR CLEARANCE
BRUSHED

NYLON

New group of long &
short gowns

long & short gowns robes
and coots

REG. 6.99 to 9.99

REG. 5.99 to 12.99

399

1

299

TO 599

Behr's Chorge•Bon k Am ericord*Mos ter Charge
Open Nights Till 9 Sunday I to 6

?tar-Tay/am frutiltRacui• aufAtetrouP 163•13atottmciGumk,K.Nekopoik.

be

"•-"""1"`'

-rt
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Grubbs-Hughes Vows

Your Indivicial Horoscope*

stoo
ite
a%. .•d,
who-0egovoll

Frances Woke
FOR FRIDAY,SEPTEMBER 10, 1970
Look in the section in which whole, has a big potential.
your birthday comes and find Avoid undue haste, anxiety.
what your outlook is, according You CAN, deliver the goods.
SAGITTARIUS
to the stars.
i Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Several chances to do better
ARIES
e of
t Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) gri-4 than usual. Take advantag
Reflexes, intuition and all worthwhile opportunities. A
business acumen should be keen good period in which to
now. espeCially favored under revitalize methods.
day's influences: research, CAPRICORN
merchandising, all business 'Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Admonitions for this day:
transactions.
Don't be so overly cautious that
TAURUS
you lose out on advantages, and
tS
)Apr. 21 to May 21)
Day calls for your best don't rely on help from anyone.
judgment. You may feel This is a period when your own
"lukewarm" About some grit must see you through.
suggestions made, but look into AQUARIUS
them anyway. They COULD (Jan 21 to Feb. 19)
Some changes may be
prove of value.
proposed. Study everything
GEMINI
from an objective viewpoint.
May 22 to June 21)
Fine influences! Enterprise, Change for its own sake could
resourcefulness and initiative cost you ground. Think in longshould spark the day and give range terms.
you a brand new outlook on all ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A good day for trying to push
activities.
a unique program. You will get
CANCER
backing from those in authority
(June 72 to July 23)
Do not pay much attention if - IF you make the first move.
associates seem difficult. Some
YOU BORN TODAY are one
persons may be "edgy" now, so
don't take unseemly action of the most thorough, steadygoing and down-to-earth people
personally.
of the zodiac. An idealist with
LEO
scholarly inclinations, you also
(July 21 to Aug. 23)
Never mind the odds against combine the practical with the
you; keep working toward your artistic; thus could make a
objectives. There is always a great success in a variety of
the
way for the imaginative, op- fields. You could excel in
theater as actor, producer or
timistic, willing worker.
drama critic. in the literary
vatco
world, as novelist, journalist or
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) "r
More gains indicated than you critic; in the professions, as
may anticipate. But there will scientist, educator or lawyer.
y
be SOME obstacles, so pick You love to travel - especiall
and by water - and are likely to
alertly
way
your
cautiously, but without anxiety. meet a variety of persons, and
have more than one career
LIBRA
during an interesting, colorful
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Searching for offbeat avenues life. All this, Of course, if living
toward achievement could lead on the higher plane. Unyou astray now. Do the best you developed, the Virgoan is ince
and
overly critical of others, selfwill be yogrs.
complacent and smug. BirthSCORPIO
date of Roger Maria, baseball
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Palmer,
Arnold
Patience will be needed in a player;
few tricky spots but day, on the renowned golfer.

Thursday,September 9
Country
Town
and
Homemakers Club will meet
at the home of Mrs. James
Lawson at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons and

Murray Chapter No. 50 Royal
and Select Masters will meet
at Masonic Hall at 7:30 p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. David Brent Hughes
bride of
Miss Donna Sue Grubbs of Vine Grove became the
Baptist
First
the
at
wedding
summer
a
in
Hughes
David Brent
Paschall ofChurch, Nashville, Tenn., with Rev. Franklin
ficiating.
Grubbs of
The recent bride is the daughter of Mrs. Bonnie
ille. The
Elizabethtown and Johnny C. Grubbs of Hopkinsv
Brent
and
Murray
of
Hughes
Glenda
Mrs.
groom is the son of
Hughes of Nashville, Tenn.
reception
Honoring Donna and David's ex-change of vows, a
spending
after
Murray
to
return
will be held shortly after they
held at the
be
will
n
receptio
The
Ga.
Athens,
in
the summer
two p.m. All
Murray Country Club on Saturday, October 30, at
attend.
to
invited
y
cordiall
are
s
relative
and
Jriewls

NEW OPENING

Murray Academy
of Music

FHA -Board Holds Mee4

liporioncod toodors from MU Sarni of Moak, Neck*
ciestrs end bond astrosoots, pion, voice owl was.

LESSONS

Available September 20th

753-8807
Between 7 a.m. &

Jane Brewer - Director

Or.

The Executive Council of
the Calloway County High
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America met
Tuesday, September 7, after
school in the home economics
department.
Vickie Carraway, president,
presided at the meeting.
Officers, along with the advisors, Mrs. Bess Kerlick and

Miss Lucy Forrest, discussed
the upcoming activities and
the dates of each event.

Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
met Tuesday, September 7, at
seven p.m. at the Masonic
Hall with Deidra Folsom as
advisor, Twila
worthy
Coleman as mother advisor,
and Phyllis Coleman as
recorder pro-tern.
Members present were Tina
George, Kathy Black, Vickey
Weatherford, Janet Rowland,
First annual Farmington Linda Knight, Deana Seigler,
Community Day will start at Greta Timmerman, Mary
ten a.m. at the Commilnity Jiine-Estes, Deidra Folsom,
Building.
Lana Lasater, Susan Weber,
Cates, Susan Estes,and
Susan
MSU Women's Society will
have a welcoming coffee at
the home of Mrs. Howard
Keller, 1702 Audubon Drive,at
ten a.m.

Saturday,September 11
Senior Citizens, 60 years of
age or over, will be special
guests at the Murray StateDelta State footbal, game at
Stewart Stadium, MSU, at
7:30 p.m. Call the office, 7530929, for tickets, and call 7539725 by Friday for transportation.

Grove 6126 WOW will meet
at Murray Woman's Club
House at six p.m.
Wagon, NewWelcome
comers Club will have its
annual fashion show and salad
supper at the Murray High
cafeteria at 6:30 p.m.

n$9"

412{g

Murray Rainbow Girls
Meet; Shower Is Held

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

Charles Wyatt, flutist, and
Scott S. Withrow, harpsichordist, will be presented in
a guest recital by the College
of Creative Expression,
Department of Music, Murray
State University, at 8:15 p. m.
at the Farrell Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Complex.
Blankenship Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will meet
with Beverly Shelton at 7:30
p.m.

Phyllis Coleman.
Adults present were Becky Phillips, Barbara Windsor,
Marilyn Weatherford:,
:
Frances Churchill, Sybil.
Lasater, Max Weatherford •‘.
and Twila Coleman.
A surprise shower was giveli*
in honor of Phyllis Colemak::
Robed1::
of
bride-elect
honik:
the
at
held
Jr.,
,
Rowland
;
Deidra Folsom after the7
-d
meeting.
The next meeting will beTuesday. September 21, at
seven p.m.

.M7--196014.

paternal grandmother is Mrs.
ROESCH BOY
Country ham breakfast will
Myrna Rose of Farmington
name
the
is
Robert Forrest
be served from six to ten a.m.
Route One. Mrs. Haru Adams,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
by
chosen
at the Hardin Senior Citizens
of Farmington Route One is
Murray
of
Roesch
Center. The public is urged to Michael
Route Three for their baby great grandmother.
attend.
boy, weighing nine pounds
COX GIRL
seven ounc.4s, born on
Saturday,September 11
girl,Molly Beth, walk
baby
A
Captain Wendell Ourji Tuesday, August 31','St 2:57 born to Robert and Sally Core
y
Chapter of DAR will meet with p.m. at the Murray-Callowa of 207 North 16th Streeti
.
Hospital
County
New
Livesay,
Mrs. John
Murray, on Sunday, Sep:
The father is self employed. tembir 5, at 9:55 p.m. at tht
Concord, at 1:311p.m.
Maternal grandparents are Western Baptist Hospital:
and Mrs. James Coleman Paducah. They have one son:
Mr.
Singing, featuring Freedom
Route Two and the
Murray
of
Indepen
at
be
will
Quartet,
James Matthew Cox.
st
Methodi
dence United
Church at 7:30 p,trn.

Friday,September 10
Murray
North
The
Homemakers Club will meet
at the home of Mrs. Greene
Wilson at 1:30 p.m.
Shopping for senior citizens
will be at 9:30 a.m. and 12:30
p.m. Call 753-0929 for information and transportation.
Dorethiy. -.Group—of- FjorAt
Baptist 'Church Women will
meet at the church parking lot
at six p.m. to go to home of
Mrs. Eugene Tarry for a
social for members and their
husbands or guests.

Golden Age Club will meet
at First Methodist Church
parking lot at eleven a.m, to
go to Kenlake State Park for a
picnic.

Officers present were Vickie
Carraway, Janet Murdock,
Watermelon bust of Lambda
Gail Smother-man, Renee Chi Alpha will be from one to
Tobey, Sheryl Jewell, Debbie seven p.m. at the Cutchin
Complex,
Brooks, Charlotte Coursey, Recreational
Tina Eldridge, Jana Hopkins, Murray State. Phone 762-6188
and Nancy Murdock.
for information.

."- ber 12
- ,iiillima
SundaP
First

United

Methodist

Church Youth will sponsor an
ice cream and cake supper at
the church, South 5th and
Maple, at 6:30 p.m. The public
is invited.

SRMNTS

Supper
"Summer
Americana," workers party of
the- Micasy--0/40to.
Association, will be at 5:30
P.m. at the University Branch,
Bank of Murray.
Open house will be held at
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ parsonage,
604 Elm Street, from two to
four p.m.
Recital of Phi* Muncy,
William
and
clarinet,
Ferguson, bassoon, both
student performers from
North Carolina School of the
Arts, will be at three p.m. at
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arta
Center, Murray State.

ALL HOSIERY STTIRS
IT SPECIAL SAVINGS
NMI."MM
lOw paces on the
could it happen at abettor time? Sceoat
guttsng together your new
entire 1-lanee lining." when 'our.
has been more complete -•
wardrobe tor fall Our 'election never
-and save'
mclud.ng your tavorde colors Lame see

Regular ISO,
Regular 1 65
75,
Regv hat
Regular I 95,

now
MOW
Mow
/10%,

1.25
1.40
1.50
.‘0

o
o
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0

pair
poi,
poor
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Regular
Regular
Regular
Regular

2.00, now
300. now
395,'now
595, now

1.65
2.50
3.23
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Hey juniors!
See our newest
looks for -fall in
/spirited coordinates.
15 of 17.00 to 22.00;
Select from PANTS of corduroy, denim and polyester in sizes 510
denim cohd polyester
01./ SKIRTS in solids, novelty designs and mitered stripes in corduroy,
:-of denim, polyester gabardine and
gabardine; sizes 5 to 15 at 17.00 to 21.00; VESTS

and pull-over styles, sizes SM. at
sweater knits in solids and novelty designs, button
neck pull-avers and cardigans
15.00 to 18.00; SWEATERS in turtle, cowl, bateau and crew
10.00 to 32.00. BLAZERS in
at
SW
solids,
n multi-tweeds, stripes, Azteedesigns and
Hurry in to 6, Of'sl
40.00.
to
33.00
wrop and button styles in sizes 5 to 15 at
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Classroom teachers at Carter School are: left to right, Barbara Priddy, fourth grade;
Jean Hurt, fourth grade; Maxine Ryan, third grade; Margaret Franklin, Supervisor of
Teachers; Inalu Francis, second grade; Glenda Roos, first grade; Carolyn Colson,
second grade; Barbara Wildey, kindergarten; Anne Christman, kindergarten; Sandy
Cantrell, first grade; Mary Ann Carter, third grade; Dennis Taylor, Principal of Carter
School.
Photos by Gerald
Carter Elementary School P.T.A. officers for this school
year are: left to right, Mary Ann Carter, president Sue
Witfierington, vice-president; Ernestine Garland,
secretary; and Joretta Randolph,treasurer.

Family Shoe

Olympic Plaza

Potluck Supper Held
By The Carter
A
The Parent-Teacher
Carter
of
Association
Elementary School held its
first meeting of the school
year on Tuesday, September
7,in the Cafeteria.
Following the meal a sh
business meeting was hold.
PTA officers iq.oduced to
the group we " Mary Ann
esident; Sue
Carter,
Wither'
n, vice-president;
Garland,
Er}re'stine
,-,Beeret Ar y
Jonetta
Rando1i3h, treasurer. Dennis
Taylor, Principal, introduced
the faculty(see photo).
In addition to the classroom
teachers, Carter School has
the following "special"
teachers; Thelma Warford,
special education; Willie
Farless, librarian; Toni
Worley, art; Joan Bowker,
music; Ann Burke, P.E.;
Corinne McNutt, speech;
Debbie Colyott, learning
disabilities; and Martha
Fenton, reading.
The First Grade Class
taught by Mrs. Glenda Roos
won the Attendance Banner by
having the most parents
present. Mrs. Roos received a
check to buy all of the students
in her class a "treat" for being
the winners.
Carter PTA has several
projects planned for the year
which includes an Open House
in November, a Science Fair
in March ( with emphasis on

the fourth grad
but all
grades may a.: cipate ), and
a Music Pr,. am in May.
Spec
mention was mane
abs. the new sidewalk
enUy placed in front of the
school and down to the col ner
of 13th and Poplar. Last year a
group of Carter PTA members
requested aid at a City Council
Meeting. The PTA wants to
publicly thank the City of
Murray and the Murray Board

of Education for funding the
new sidewalk, which will
certainly help in the safety of
our children, Mrs. Carter said.
Membership has grown this—
year, with the addition of
another kindergarten. Carter
PTA now has 190 members.
Anyone interested in joining
may do so now by calling
Ernestine Garland at 753-8168.
The membership fee is 75
cents per adult.
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The Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters of
the American Revolution will
meet Saturday,September 11,
at 1:30 p.m. at the home of
Mrs. John Livesay, New
Concord.
County Judge Robert 0.
Miller will be the guest
speaker with his subject being
"The Constitution.",

By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
MEATLESS SUPPER
Giant Salad Bowl
Spanish Spoon Bread
Fruit Compote
Beverage

Sensational jumper with 1 pockets
in black or blue...Sim 5-13

S26
May -awav *tank Inward el4asIer Chase

Ii
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a,

S.

At Livesay Home

love Corduroy? look Here!

ne

t

DAR Chapter Meets

SPANISH SPOON BREAD
Zesty flavor, hearty dish.
1 cup yellow cornmeal
1 cup wholewheat flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
1 teaspoon salt
1 egg
44 cup oil
I cup buttermilk
1 tablespoon honey
ear husked fresh corn,
kernels and pulp cut and
scraped from cob ( about ki
cup)
4-ounce can green chilies,
drained and diced
4-ounce jar pimientos,
drained and diced
2 cups grated (medium-fine)
cheddar cheese, not
packed down
In a large mixing bowl stir
together the cornmeal, wholewheat flour, baking powder and
salt. In a small mixing bowl
beat together until combined
the egg, oil, buttermilk and
honey Make a well in the center of the dry ingredients; add
egg mixture; beat to blend. Stir
in corn, chilies, pimientos and
cheese. Turn into a buttered
baking dish (about 13 by 9 by 2
inches). Bake in a preheated
275-degree oven until set —
about 30 minutes. Serve hot.
Adapted from "The ForgetAbout-Meat Cookbook" by Karen Brooks Rodale Press).
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Garrott's Galley

Unfounded Rumors
Cause Much Agony

ayans
.
Litter,Indicates Murr
Drinking 26 Percent More

only to find it's "just not so."
As in any other community of
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present rumor mill
the true story.
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New Court System
Poses Many Questions
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By M.C. Garrett
My latest survey of the litter tossed
into the honeysuckle vines and bushes
along the 75-yard stretch of Glendale
Road beside our house indicates
Murrayans are drinking about 26 per
cent more today than they were two
years ago.
That was the la& time I counted the
beer and soft drink cans and bottles
tossed aside by titterers along that
short stretch.
I figured it was time for another
survey, and was reminded to take one
by Joe Johnson, the Tappan serviceman. Taking the wheelbarrow and
with Jeffrey's help — he got the ones in
the briars — we worked the ditches.
We picked up 71 beer cans in those 75
yards. That was an increase of 26 per
cent over the 56 we picked up the last
time we counted them.

10 Years Ago

20 Years Ago

The Kente-cky Jaycees Air Tour
which stopped in Murray over the
weekend was classed as a huge success
by leaders and members of the tour
This was the first time that Murray had
been included on the Air Tour.
Mrs. Lorene Henson, age 47, died this
morning at the Murray Hospital. Her
death followed an illness of four years.
Mrs. Ralph Edrington of Arlington
will be guest speaker at the general
meeting of the Murray Woman's Club
on September 13.
Miss Dorothy Anne Davenport and
Hubert Ray`F Barrow were married
September 1 in the study of the First
Methodist Church.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Lovins and Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Lovins have returned home
after a motor trip to New Jersey and
New York.
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Therefore if any man be in
Christ, he is a new creature: old
things are passed away:
behold, all things are become
new. II Corinthians 5:17.

Just as the new day gives us a
--chance to start anew, so Christ
_ gives us the chancy for a new
lire — forgiveness.

Let's Stay Well

Soap and Water Help Poison Oak
By FJL Blasingarne. Mrr •
may re-expcse posure. lhier hair can be the
They
source
the
Soap and water are effective a sensitized person who comes in source of perpetuating 'skin ircontact with them
in the treatment of poison oak.
ritation from contact in handling
The best treatment, e;peciall} or petting them
Their benefit is due at least in part to the characteristics of the 44or those who have acquired a
If the skin irritation is quite exchemical iurushiol) which causes sensitivity to the toxic substance. tensive and troublesome. cold
is to avoid it and prevent skin ir- compresses with water containthe irritation
Urushiol is the toxic substance ritation. People should learn to ! n g starch may bring
s
reaction
that results in allergic
identify the offending plants and symptomatic relief Calamine lotion may help itching and may
in the skin of certain persons It not go near them.
yqu have been exposed, dry blisters.
When
is present in additional plants,
like poison ivy. sumac. Japanese the following suggestions should
While most casm are self-lacquer trees, mango rind, and prove helpful.
in a few
— Wash -- especially the ex- limiting and recover
others
Because it is sticky and oily, posed parts of The body -- with days to about a week, if re-exunisluol clings readily and stub- soap and water or a detergent as posure is avoided, severe case;
require the attention of a physibornly to various things which soon as passible after expcsure
cian, especially if secondary inShampoo the hair
contact these Alants. Many
—
authorities believe that it S so
— Clean thoroughly under the fection and fever occur.
toxic to some people that enough
naiI
urushiol can be wind-borne for
— Wash all clothes thoroughly, • Q. Mr. W.D. as where canincluding gloves and shoes
short distances from the plants
cers usually occur in the mouth.
to
— Wash, with soap and water,
to cause skin trouble even
A A cancer may develop anynearby
three who pass
all tools used near the plants.
in the mouth. Such tumors
where
.
clothing
that
Keep in mind
— Bathe family pets if they arise from the lining cells
and
tools,
garden and farming
have likely become contami- (mucous membrane or covering
even pets may he contaminated
nated with urishiol. and keep timue)
to
e
them confined to avoid re-exwith urustuol from exposur

Boys! Girls! 13 years old and under.
Sign up at your nearby Burger Queen
to join the Queenie Bee,Birthday
Club.
That's all you do. And when your
birthday rolls around, you'll receive a
greeting card from Queenie Bee",
treating you to a FREE hamburger,
order of French fries, a soft drink and
a prize, too. So sign up today at
Burger Queen.

About half of such cancers ap
pear in the floor of the mouth.
while approximately one-third
develop on the soft palate and
nearby area, and about one-fiftt
are found on the sides or under
the tongue. Any mouth sore
should be seen by a dentist or
physician if it persists for two or
three weeks. Such tumors are
dangerous and spread rapidly
Qt Mr H.R inquires if natural
substances that relieve pain
have been discovered and
whether they ay being tested
A: Several natural pain-relie‘
ing proteuts (enkephalins) hartbeen identified in the brain and
appear to work as hormones
The pain relief is of brief duna
tion The research work is pro
misnig and may prove later I'be of clinical value for use in
pain relief in treating patients
Enkepha tins are not available a•
medicines.

R)

Sun. through Thurs.
7:30 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.
- Midnight
a.m.
7:30

Hwy.641 North
1

PA
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PORTS
Deals For 0. J. Simpson All
Fail, Jets Busy With Trades
Manager Don Klosterman, no action with Buffalo.*Wilson
By FRANK BROWN
agreement could be reached. told a Los Angeles newspaper
AP Sports Writer
It was a simple sentence, The Bills insisted that All-Pro he thinks it can be done.
It appears few other options
end
Jack
five words spoken in the ap- defensive
propriate solemn , tone by a Youngblood be part of their are available. The Bills no
man whose mind was compensation for Simpson, longer can trade with National
troubled.
and when the Rams refused to Conference clubs, leaving only
The issue is totally dead," par with him, the issue was the AFC Oakland Raiders as
prospective dealers since
said Lou Saban, who coaches totally dead.
Football
National
"We tried again," said Simpson has said he won't go
the
League's Buffalo Bills. The "'Kloster/flan-, but we weren't toSa n Diego.
In other NFL developments
fasue was a running back successful."
Neither were the San Wednesday, the New York
named O.J. Simpson and Bills'
attempts to fulfill his wishes Francisco 49ers, who also Jets made a total of 14 player
by trading him to-a West Coast made -a-- lalst-ditctr bid before- -- transactions. They traded
Ilinebacker Godwin Turk to
team.
the interconference trading '
Though the stakes got deadline expired, at 4 p.m. Denver and Richard Wood to
higher and higher as Wed- According to reports, they 'Tampa Bay — each for a draft
nesday progressed, amoun- offered defensive end Cedric choice — waived seven
ting virtually to a king's Hardman, running back players including Jazz
ransom for the spectacular Wilbur Jackson and defensive Jackson,and acquired eight.
Plaeed on injured waivers
irtipson, the Los Angeles back Reggie Taylor for the
by the Jets were center Wayne
Rams were unable to acquire All-Pro runner.
the running back's services.
That left the Rs with Mulligan, running back Bob
They nffered the Bills all 17 their draft choices, the 49ers -Gres-Mm and nrIlertillt
of their draft choices in 1977, with their players, and Rich Snwells.
Veteran center Bob Hyland,
mere hours before a judge Simpson with the Bills, where
found the draft to be a he doesn't want to be. Though who began his career with
violation of the anti-trust laws. two years still remain on Green Bay, was picked up on
They offered to pay the Simpson's five-year contract, waivers by the Packers along
has not yst appeared at with linebacker Bob Lally.
onuses
enri1214..Y.VT.I1te
training camp or played in a Green Bay put receiver Eddie
Bills sign next season.
But even with NFL Com- preseason game. He isn't on Bell on injured waivers.
Meanwhile, the Atlanta
missioner Pete Rozelle ser- the club's-active roster.
The next move, it appears, Falcons claimed tight end Bob
ving as the mediator between
Biiffalo Owner Ralph Wilson is that Wilson again will try to Adams,an eight-year veteran,
and Los Angeles General persuade Simpson to return to on waivers.

r

1 -Stop
Service
For Your
Life Health
Home Car
Farm
Business
Ronnie Ross
210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489

fiva-game lead over Oakland,
despite a 2-0 loss to the
California Angels — the
Royals' fourth straight and
ninth defeat in 10 starts.
"I woke up this morning and
we were five games behind
and in a pennant race," said
Oakland Manager Chuck
Tanner, who saw his team
blow a fiVe-rtel lead. "When I
wake up tomorrow, we'll still
be five games behind and in a
pennant race. The only difference will be that there's one
less game to play."
was
Tanner
While
)t' bemoaning a game that could
have brought Oakland within
four games of the Royals,
Kansas City Manager Whitey
Herzog was looking for answers to his team's sudden
impotence. In a month's time,
the Royals have lost seven
games of their onceformidable 12-game lead.
The White Sox, behind 5-0 in
the first inning, got fifthinning home runs from Bill
Stein and Jim Spencer and
scored three runs in the eighth
to pull out their victory over
Oakland.
A breakdown by reliever
Rollie Fingers and left fielder

, What canyou do
when you want
extra money?
Let H & R Block teach you
to prepare income tax returns.
H&R Block knows income taxes, anc: how to teach you ,
to prepare income tax returns
We teach income tax preparation to people who have
a flair for cf4along iaccurately with figures, and who
enloy working wittrthe public, and who would like to
earn extra income in their spare time Over 350,000
students have graduated from our Income Tax Course
We teach classes in more than 2.000 communities
throughout thetountry There is almost celain to be a
class location and time satisfactory to you Job interviews available for best students Send for free information and class schedules today HURRY!

Contact the

MR BLOCK

office nearest you

1025 Broadway
Paducah, Ky. 42001
Please send me tree information about your tax previa
ration course I understand there is no obligation.
• Name
Address
City
State
Phone

IL

CLIP AND mAll TOOAV

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK(AP) —Now if
Commissioner Pete Rozelle
wants to make things really
interesting in the National
Football Conference, he would
shift a few teams around and
create three red-hot races
instead of the single one the
NFC figures to have.
You ,can forget about the
Central and West Divisions.
Those two belong to Minnesota
and Los Angeles, who will
spend the regular season
tuning up for the playoffs. But

the East Division, ah, that's
another story.
There are three super teams
in the NFC East and room for
only two of them in the
playoffs, assuming no other
division sneaks off with the
wild card berth. So, who do
you leave out — Dallas,
Washington or St. Louis?
Well, you can't write off
Super Bowl finalist Dallas:
and St. Louis seems solid. So
that leaves Washington's Over
The Hill Gang,over the hill.
When they've all completed
the 14-week war, here's the

Evert Aqd Goolagong
Heading For Collision

By ALEX SACHARE
Evert said. -It's always in the
AP Sports Writer
back of my mind that we may
FOREST HILLS, N.Y.(AP) meet in the finals, and I know
— At Wimbledon, it was Evert she thinks the same way."
and Goolagong. Four times on
"I really don't like to look
the women's pro tour this ahead," Miss Goolagong said
winter, it was Evert and with a smile. "But it would be
Goolagong. At last year's U.S. nice to beat Chriskesecially
Open, it was Evert and here in the U.S. On,and on
Goolagong.
It always seems to be Evert
Standing in the *ay of a
and Goolagong — and the 1976 'rematch between the tennis
U.S. Open Tennis Cham- queens are a pair of upsetpionships is shaping up the minded 20-year-olds, Mime
same way.
Jausovec of Yugoslavia and
Top-seeded Chris Evert of Dianzie
Fromholtz
of
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., and Australia. Both breezed into
second -ranked Elionne the semis, Miss Jausovec
Goolagong of Australia took beating her doubles partner,
another stride on the road Virginia Ruzici of Romania,6toward
their
expected 2, 6-1, and Miss Fromholtz
showdown in the women's defeating pig-tailed, 16-yearsingles final by scoring easy old Zenda Liess of Daytona
quarter-final
victories Beach, Fla.,6-1, 6-3.
Wednesday. Miss Evert
Neither was expected to do
overwhelmed Natasha much in this tournament. Both
Clunyreva,- Ifie 18-year-old, are happy to have gotten as
Russian, 6-1, 6-2 in an af- far as they did and hopeful
ternoon quarter-final match-,- of getting further.
while Miss Goolagong beat
"It's fantastic, I can't
gritty veteran Rosie Casals 6- believe I've gotten this far,"
1, 6-2 in the featured night said Miss Jausovec. "I'm
match at the West Side Tennis looking forward to playing
Joe Rudi helped the White Sox Club.
Chris. I'm playing well now,
score their eighth-inning runs. - In men's action, top-seeded and I'm anxious to see how I'll
Fingers, 11-10, took te mound. Jimmy Connors of Belleville I -do against her."
after Paul Lindblad allowed a Ill. overpowered Jan Kodes
-Each day my game seems
single by Jorge Orta leading Czechoslovakia 7-5, 6-3, 6-1 to get better," said the perky
off the inning. Fingers walked and third-seeded Guillerpo Miss Fromholtz. "I'm playing
the first batter he faced, Vilas of Argentina wore down very steadily. I think I can
Lamar Johnson, and later plucky Eddie Dibbs of Nort4 - give Evonne a good match."
allowed P. sacrifice fly by Jack Miami Beach, Fla., the No:11
Brohamer, and run-scoring seed, 6-1, 2-6, 7-6, 7-6 in a twohits by Bucky Dent and Sam hour, 57-minute marathon.
Ewing.
Connors will meet Vilas in one
Dent's hit, however, was a men's semifinal Saturday.
fly ball to left field which Ruth
The remaining men's
misjudged, starting back semifinal berths were to be
towards the wall before determined today, with No. 2
reversing his field and coming Bjorn Borg of Sweden playing
in too late to make a catch. No. 6 Manuel Orantes of
Rookie righthander Chris Spain, the defending chamKnapp, 2-1, got the victory by pion, and No. 5 the Nastase of
hurling 81-3 scoreless innings Romania facing unseeded
in relief. The A's got five runs Dick Stockton of Dallas.
in the first off Chicago starter
Miss Evert's victory was
Rich Gossage with a triple by her 99th in a row on clay or
Ruth scoring two of them.
slow artificial surfaces, a
Angels 2,Royals 0
streak which dates back to the
Gary Ross and Dick Drago Western Championships in
combined on a six-hitter as July, 1973 — when she lost to
California beat Kansas City. Miss Goolagong.
Ross shut out the Royals on
After
the customary
one hit through the first three disclaimers about playing one
innings before George Brett's match at a time and not
liner off his ankle forced him looking too far ahead, both
to leave the game in the distaff rivals conceded they
fourth.
never are far from each
Drago, 6-7, went the rest of other's thoughts.
the way against the punchless
"Playing Evonne is always
Royals, allowing only four something special," Miss
singles. Signs With Jan
•
Yankees 8, Brewers 0
Ed Figueroa pitched'
NEW ORLEAAS (A?)
three-hitter for his 17th vic- Jacky Dorsey, the 6-foot-7
tory of the season and Graig forward
who left the
Nettles slammed his 26th University of Georgia two
home ran as New York routed years early to play pro
Milwaukee. Figueroa, 17-8, basketball, has signed a multistruck out six and walked only year contract with the New
one as the Yankees reduced Orleans Jazz.
their "magic number" to 15
The National Basketball
for winning the AL East.
Association club announced
Orioles 3, Indians 1
the signing Wednesday.
Jim Palmer,.with home run Dorsey was the Jazz's top pick
support from Regilie Jackson, this year after entering the
pitched Baltimore over draft as a hardship case.
Cleveland and became the
season's first 29-game winner
Added To Roster
in the American League. The
TAMPA,Fla.( AP) —Coach
30-year-old Baltimore ace, the
league's Cy Young Award John McKay has added one of
winner in two of the last three his former University of
seasons, allowed seven hits Southern California standouts,
while reaching the 20-victory linebacker Richard Wood, to
level for the sixth time in the roster of his Tampa Bay
Buccaneers of the National
seven seasons.
Football League.
Red Sox 4, Tigers 3
Wood was obtained from the
Veteran Carl Yastrzemski
drove in two runs with his 20th New York Jets in a trade
homer and an infield pop Wednesday for an undisclosed
single and rookie Butch future draft choice. Wood, 6Hobson collected three hits in foot-2 and 215 pounds, was a
third-round draft choice of the
helping Boston beat Detroit.
Jets in 1975.
Twins 3, Rangers 1
McKay made room for
Lyman Bostock smashed
four hits, scored two runs and Wood on the roster by placing
batted in another to lead running back Harold Hart on
Minriesota over Texas in a injured reserve. Hart, in his
game called during the eighth third pro year, is suffering
from a preseason knee injury
inning by rain.

PalRer Wins His 20th
Royals And A's Lose,
y KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
'The way they're playing,the
nsas City Royals could sure
a little outside help.
4They got it Wednesday night
Om an unexpected source —
...the Chicago White Sox.
.7
- The White Sox, who are
itp
t ing nowhere this season,
*owed up Oakland's express
;with a comeback 6-5 victory
;Over the A's.
...:!That left staggering Kansas
*By still in command of the
• erican League West with a

Cardinals, Rams and Vikings
Picked To Win Division Titles
rookie in fleet Gordon Bell.
The young defense looked
solid during the exhibition
season but this team is living
in the wrong division to hope
for any real progress in the
standings. ,
It has been 10 years since
Philadelphia had a winning
CENTRAL DIVISBAN
NFL team. This will be No. 11.
Minnesota Vikings
New Coach Dick Verm&I may
Detroit Lions
get some help from new faces
Chicago Bears
Manny Sistrunk on the
Green Bay Packers
defensive line and Ed George
on the offensive line, but it.
WEST DIVISION
won't be nearly enough.
Los Angeles Rams
The loss of free agent wide
San Francisco 49ers
receiver John Gilliam to
Atlanta Falcons
Atlanta creates some,passing
New Orleans Saints
problems for Minnesota. But
Seattle Seahawks
they are nothing that quarNow, the first question is terback Fran Tarkenton, who
how you can write off a team continues his assault on the
like the Redskins, whose off- NFL record book, can't solve.
season free-agent shopping
Rookie Sammy White from
added running backs John Grambling has inherited
Biggins and Calvin Hillas well Gilliath's wide receiver Job
as tight end Jean Fugett?
and Brent McClanahan has
Well, it's easy when you moved in at running back,
remember that Hill has a replacing Ed Marinaro,
questionable knee, injured another free agent who
wide receiver Charley Taylor skipped to the New York Jets.
is out for the year and the But Tarkenton still has Chuck
quarterback job still is in the Foreman, a hugely talented
aging hands of somewhat receiver and runner. So you
way things ought to look in the
NFC:
EAST DIVISION
St. Louis Cardinals •
Dallas Cowboys
Washington Redskins
New York Giants
Philadelphia Eagles

oteout-sne-V-ikos.
Don't misunderstand. The
'Skins are good. But the
Cowboys and Cardinals just
seem a little better.
St. Louis' offense is still led
by scatback Terry Metcalf,
fullback Jim . Otis, the ,NFC
rushing king, wide receiver
Mel Gray, who has speed to
burn, and quarterback Jim
Hart.
It was the defense that
needed work and new faces
like John Zook and Marvin
Upshaw in the line, Al
Beauchamp at linebacker and
Mike Sensibaugh at safety
should shore it up.
Coach Tom Landry has done
a minimal amount of tinkering
with tfie Cowboys' Super Bowl
cast And if Dallas went that
far a year ago with 11 rookies,
the Cowboys should be even
better this time.
The surprise team in the
NFC East could be the New
York Giants, who have a new
look in the backfield with
bulldozing Larry Csonka at
fullback and an exciting

Detroit appears spotty and
can look forward to an eighth
straight second-place finish
behind Minnesota. The Lions
will use Joe Reed at quarterback and start Dexter
.Bussex .andirkokie,lawc.ence
Gaines as his running mates.
Chicago may start improving with young Bob
Avellini at quarterback. The
Bears have an All-Pro in
Wally Chambers anchoring
their defensive line and will
win more than they have but
not nearly enough to challenge

the top two teams.
Green Bay seems headed
for another long season as the
rebuilding continues. New
quarterback Lynn Dickey,
acquired from Houston,
doesn't seem to be the answer.
Los Angeles seems to have
come through the O.J. Simpson crisis in remarkably
good shape. The Rams didn't
come up with Simpson, but
they will' get along with a
running_ game that includes
Lawrence McCutcheon, Jim
Bertelsen, Cullen Bryant and
John Cappelletti.
James Harri§, is hurt, but
Ron Jaworski can do an acceptable job at quarterback in
his place with wide receivers
like Ron Jessie and Harold
Jackson to aim for.
Jim Plunkett and Marty
Dornres give San Prancisco a
new look at quarterback and
the 49ers should improve
under new Coach Monte
Clark. But .t„pey stlll have too
much ground to make up to
'challenge the Rams.
Atlanta has a high-quality
young passer in Steve
Bartkowski and hopes the
retug of Claude Humphrey
.willTbnIster ilk defense. 13ut
the Falcons still have plenty of
holes and third place seems
the most they can accomplish.
New Coach Hank Strum will
keep things interesting in New
Orleans and rookie Chuck
Muncie may. .provide the
•- 11' "a tegitimate
ground game.
The expansion Seattle
Seahawks hope that their
lineup of leftovers, rookies
and free agents can stay
competitive and perhaps
deliver a couple of surprises
here and there.

Paschall Plumbing
Co.
Dealer for

STA-RITE Pumps
Call us for installation or service

753-5674

SALE
RUG
OW IN PROGRESS!
Tremendous Savings on
-Roll Ends & Short Rolls
4

Hi-Lo
Sculpture
& Level Loop
Carpeting

Joe Smith's Discount Carpet Center
Phone 753-6660 Old Ice House Bldg.

111-

°I

repri,w.f&te
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Pilots Have Terrific Ground Attack
(MURRAY LEDGER Pi TIMES)

Fulton , County Will Be
Rugged Foe For Tigers
Pirates Rip Stumbling
Phillies, Lead Now 41/2
a row and the St. Louis Car- sacrifice bunt and came home
B) BOB GREENE
on Evans'fly to left.
dinals finished in front.
AP Sports Writer
Ed Halicki, 12-14, and Gary
Wedgames
NL
other
In
The Pittsburgh Pirates'
combined to limit the
Richie Hebner couldn't have nesday, the New York Mets Lavelle
US five hits.
Dodgers
11-5,
Cubs
Chicago
the
bombed
come
to
time
picked a better
Mets 11, Cuba 5
a
swept
Montreal
out of his slump.
Home runs by Lee Mar7illi
"I. went 0ifor-5-months," doubleheader from St. Louis 7John Stearns led a 16-hit
and
blanked
Cincinnati
8-7,
and
said Hebner after driving in 5
York routed
four runs Wednesday night Houston 379, Atlanta nipped barrage as New
in his
Mazzilli,
Chicago.
and
innings
10
in
Diegrl
San
6-1
and leading Pittsburgh to a
at-bat,
victory over the floundering San Francisco edged Los second major league
three-run
pinch-hit
a
slammed
innings.
11
in
1-0
Angeles
Philadelphia Phillies.
Hebner, batting .234 going homer to cap a six-run ninth
"Suddenly I love coming to
the game, slapped a two- inning that salted away the
into
Hebner
again,"
the ballpark
Seaver, 12-10,
said. Two Weeks ago I was run single in the second and victory for Tom
help from
hoping to beat the Mets out of drove a two-run double into who needed relief
LockSkip
and
Baldwin
Rick
the
in
corner
field
right
the
second place.
"Then, all of a sudden, it third to pace Pittsburgh's wood.
Braves 3, Padres 1, 10 twangs
.
was nine games behind, eight attack.
Playing without suspended
Jim Rooker"beld the Phillies
games, seven games, and now
Dave Bristol,
Manager
13th
his
up
pick
to
hits
nine
to
the
in
back
here we are, right
San Diego by
toppled
Atlanta
while
decisions,
20
in
victory
thing."
two runs in the 10th
scoring
suffered
16-6,
Carlton,
Steve
1nvictory
13th
's
Pittsburgh
inning. Rod Gilbreath singled
14 games has cut the Phils' the loss.
home Willie Montanez with
Reds 3, Astros 0
East
Leagte
National
tie-breaking run and
the
Ftawley
and
Nolan
Gary
2
/
41
just
Division lead to
shortstop Jlector
games. Sixteen games 'ago, Eastwick combined for a four- errors by
catcher Fred
and
Torrez
and
Perez
Tony
and
hitter,
now
has
which
ia,
Philadelph
the Braves'
to
led
Kendall
solo
blasted
Bench
lost 11 of its last 12, led the Johnny
run.
Tinal
its
Cincinnati
give
to
homerS
games.
2
/
151
by
Pirates
Expos 7-8, Cardinals 5-7
The Phillies' slump is victory over Houston. Nolan,
Astros
an
allow
didn't
Montreal rallied for come128,
when
1964,
of
t
reminiscen
2-game runner: to reach third base in from-behind victories in both
/
Philadelphia lost a 61
In
bulge when they dropped 10 in the first seven innings. games against St. Louis.
Eastwick came on in the the opener, Barry Foote
eighth and picked up his 20th slapped a two-out pinch single
in the ninth to knock home the
save of the season.
Giants 1, Dodgers 0, 11 innings tying and winning run. In the
A sacrifice fly by pinch- nightcap, pinch-hitter Jose
hitter Darrell Evans in the Morales' double capped a two11th inning boosted San run winning rally in the
Francisco over Los Angeles. eighth. Joe Kerrigan, 2-4, was
Gary Thomasson opened the the winning pitcher in both
inning with a double, took games, hurling two scoreless
third on Mike Sadek's innings in each.

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Regardless of what happens
the rest of the season, Stan
Watts has been a success at
Fulton County. He has already
doubled the Pilots' win total of
last season.
Watts, whose 58-yard field
goal for Murray state against
Western in 1971 still stands as
the Racer record, will have his
club sky-high when they host
Murray High in a 8 p.m.
contest Friday.
Only eight lettermen return
from the 1-9 club of last season
but two of those lettermen
have been just about enough in
themselves to turn around the
program.
In two contests this season,

convincing wins over Ballard
Memorial and Fulton .City,
runningbacks Elmer Ray
Caldwell and Handford
Roberson have been unstoppable.
Caldwell, a 6-0, 185-pound
senior, has rushed for 408
yards in the two contests while
Roberson, a 5-11, 175-pound
senior, has gained 332 yards.
"They've, been the difference for us so far this
year," said Watts, who is in
his first year as head coach at
'
Fulton County.
How good are the pair?
"I think they would be
comparable to '11-oy Snardon,

Game Moved Up

IDGAN, Utah (AP)- The
Weber State College-Utah
State University football
game scheduled for Nov.6 has
been moved up one week to
allow Weber State to add
By The Associated Press
another home game to its
NATIONAL LEAGUE
schedule, school officials said.
East
The game was moved to
W L Pet. GB
Oct. 30 to allow Weber State to
84 53 .613
Phila
schedule a home game with
2 South Dakota University Nov.
1
80 58 .580 4/
Pitts
2 Sat 1:30 p.m. in Ogden, Weber
1
New York 72 66 .522 12/
63 76 .453 72 State Athletic Director Dale
Chicago
St. Louis 60 75 .444 23 Gardner said.
Montreal 4768 .348 36
The Weber State44anState
West
game will be played in Logan
Cincinnati 89 51 .636
at 1:30p.m.
79 59 .572 9 :til•oth Utah State Rnd Weber
Los Ang
70 72 .493 20 State had open dates Oct. 30
Houston
San Diego 65 77 .458 25 and the change was made by
2 mutual agreement ?etween
/
San Fran 63 78 .447 261
2 the- schools, said LaDell
/
60 79 .432 281
Atlanta
Wednesday's Results
Anderson, Utah State athletic
New York 11, Chicago 5
director.
Montreal 778, St. Louis 5-7
Pittsburgh -6,Philadelphia 1
Cincinnati 3, Houston 0
Atlanta 3, San Diego 1, 10 innings
San Francisco 1, Los Angeles
0, 11 innings
Thursday's Games
Chicago ( Bonham 8-10) at
Philadelphia (Lonborg 14-9),
In)
Montreal ( Carrithers 6-11)at
St. Louis (McGlothen 11-13),
( n)
Cincinnati (Zachry 12-5) at
named as co-defendants in the
By RICHARD CARELli
un( Andujar 8-9),(n)
Houston
argued
case,
Smith
Associated Press Writer
Atlanta (Ruthven 13-14) at
WASHINGTON (AP) - A successfully in the non-jury
Ws 1 On,ey P °duct on,
federal judge says the trial before Bryant that the San Diego(Strom 11-15),(n)
San Francisco ( Montefusco
National Football League college draft was exempt from
must find another way to keep the Sherman and Clayton 14-12) at Los Angeles (John 8Its 28 teams competitive antitrust acts because it was 8),(n)
Only games scheduled
because the present system of part of a collective-bargaining
Friday's Games
drafting college players is agreement between the NFL
Chicago at Philadelphia,(n)
and the players.
illegal.
Montreal at Pittsburgh, n )
If there were no draft, the
In a decision tha:.'s sure to
New York at St. Louis,( n
chase NFL owners and at- attorneys argued, the more
at San Diego,(
to
go
Houston
would
players
talented
over
all
into
huddles
torneys
the country, U.S. District the richest teams or owners, Cincinnati at San Francisco,
Judge William B. Bryant said or so-called glamor cities such (n)
the draft violates antitrust as Miami, Los Angeles or New Atlanta at Los Angeles, I n
York.
laws.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
But Bryant ruled that the
of
essence
the
said
Bryant
8
all
kids
to
open
and
tree
Its
East
through 13. Just come to our
the draft is an agreement draft is much more restrictive
W L Pct. GB
dealership between August 6 and
than
necessary.
the
"that
among team owners
September 113 with your parent or
.618
guardian and sign up. And be sure
"It leaves no room whatever New York 84 52
right to negotiate with each
to get your free Tips Book. It has
Baltimore 73 64 .533 L½
the
among
on
for
competitii
help
college
may
that
graduLting
pros
quality
top
tips from the
Cleveland 70 68 .507 15
you develop the skills to make
athlete will be allocated to one teams for the services of
you the PP&K national champion'
66 72 .478 19
Boston
team, and that no other team college players apd utterly Detroit
SEE WALT DISNEY
63 74 .460 21,2
STUDIO'S NEW MOVIE
of
the
players)
(
them
strips
will deal with that person."
• THE MULE WHO
t
...
,0)
'
62 74 .456 22
Milwkee
D
KICKS 100-YAR
He called the arrangement any measure of control over
FIELD GOALS. AT YOUR
West
their
of
marketing
FAVORITE THEATRE
the
d
an "outright, undisguise
59 .572
79
City
Kan
refusal to deal," and said it talents," he said.
74 64 .536 5
Oakland
player
12th
the
Smith,
boycott
group
a
s
"constitute
Minnesota 71 70 .504 91,2
in its classic and most per- picked in the 1968 draft and the -Texas
63 75 .457 16
niciouS form, a device which first choice of the Redskins, California 63 76 .453 161
2
/
he
suit
that
his
in
contended
has long been condemned."
20
.420
79
59
Chicago
Bryant's ruling Wednesday might have been able to sign
Wednesday's Results
was made in the case of for- for more money if he had not
4, Detroit 3
Boston
mer Washington Redskins been bound to the Redskins.
Baltimore 3, Cleveland 1
he
that
contended
also
He
James
back
defensive
New York 8, Milwaukee 0
"Yazoo" Smith, who con- would have been free to
2, Kansas City 0
California
tended in a 1970 suit that the negotiate a contract that
2in1
3, Texas 1, 7/
Minnesota
him
protected
have
draft stifled the marketing of would
rain
nings,
against losing his pay when he
his football skills. i
Chicago 6, Oakland 5A spokesman for the NFL in suffered an injury that ended
Thursday's Games
Register Now
New York, Don Weiss,said the his playing career.
Chicago (Brett 9-8) at Oakthe
for
player
star
A
comno
league would have
land ( Bahnsen 7-5 or Norris 4ment "until our attorneys University of Ch-egon, Smith 5)
have had a chance to study the was signed by the Redskins
Detroit)Ruhle 9-10)at Boston
for a $23,000 bonus, a promise
decision and confer with us."
74),(n)
Cleveland
t
He added: "If it's like the of an additional $5,000 bonus if
(Dobson 13-11) at
Cleveland
an
and
the
team
made
news accounts say,we expect he
(R. May 12-9),(n)
Baltimore
Censer of 7* & Moe
annual salary of $22,000.
we would appeal it."
Milwaukee(Travers 15-12)at
He sustained a neck injury
753 5773
Attorneys for the NFL and
New
York(Holtzman 12-8),(n)
the Washington Redskins, during his rookie season and
( Hartzell 6-4) at
California
never played again.
Leonard 16-7),(n)
(
City
Kansas
Judge Bryant ruled that
7-12) at
(Hughes
Minnesota
actual
-suffered
Smith
9-11),(n)
r
(Umbarge
Texas
damages of $92,000 and, under
Friday's Games
the Clayton law, awsrded him
Detroit at Boston,(n)
Murray State
plus
of
$276,000
triple damages
at Baltimore, In)
all court costs and attorneys' Cleveland
University Union
Milwaukee at New York,In)
fees.
Programing
Oakland at Texas,(n)
California at Chicago,(n )
ALL
BASKETB
Kansas City at Minnesota,
DETROIT - The Detroit (n)
Pistons of the National
BASEBALL
Basketball 6ssociation-slkned
SAN
DIEGO - Atlanta
of
Doulas
Leon
center
6-foot-10
Sunday Sept 10, 1 00P M Frets.
Dave Bristol
Braves
Manager
Stud•nt Center Auditorium,
in
Alabama, their No. 1 choice
for non-students
Admission for students with ID. $I 00
suspension
this year's college draft, to a sat out a one-game
of an
review
a
following
an
at
four-year contract
Incident.
unping
urnpire-bt
estimated $125,000 a season

says,

Major League
Standings,

David Fisher and Lindsey week's victory was only the County. Last week,it took only
64 seconds for the '1;j.gers to get
third for the Pilots.
Hudspeth."
they
win,
that
off
of
on the board. By the middle
ks
-Coming
With two runningbac
that category, Fulton County, are really going to be high_ -part of the first period, the
though an underdog, could They have really been Tigers had posted 14 points.
"That kind of scoring will
well spring one of the biggest psyching their kids up for us.
And of course with Watts set any team into a tailspin.
upsets in the state Friday.
Murray High opened its being a Murray State We threw Reidland out of their
season last week with a 41-0 graduate, it'll mean even plan 'of attack and it helped
our kids and our confidenee.
rout of Reidland. It's the first more for him," Hina said.
"Besides that, we were we.,
Another ‘big thing is that
time since 1969 that Fulton.
Watts'
mentally and
of
4ne
prep'ared
Fishir4
have
Tigers
Rick
the
and
County
been preparing to clash with close friends ahd MSU physically for the game
teammates from five seasons against Reidland."
each other.
Though the teams have not
Fulton County will stick ago, is an assistant coach at
primarily to its awesome Murray High, meaning there's met in a long time, there's tip
even more incentive for Watts reason to think Murray Hie%
ground attack.
will take Fulton Count
"Our quarterback, Timmy and his club.
big
a
be
to
going
is
If they should do that;
but
lightly.
-This
thrower
good
a
Bennett, is
he's only 58 and has trouble test for our defense, as far as the Tigers could well be 1-1 on
seeing or the line," Watts containing speed goes," Hine their long bus ride home
Friday night.
said.
said.
For fans planning to go to
"But we spent a lot of time
"So we'll be going mostly on
about
talking
contest, take 94 to Water
the
Saturday
last
attack
the ground. The ground
and our defense have been our Fulton County's speed and I Valley and stay on 94 all the
biggest surprises thus far," think our kids are aware of way. After passing through
how tough Fulton County is," Casey, keeping going on
added Watts.
toward Hickman and the high
Watts said Murray High will the Tiger coach added.
Hine said he was quite school is located in between
be the largest team the Pilots
pleased last week with the the two towns.
face this year.
"They will try to outpower blocking. Given plaudits for
us but of course, we'll be their blocking were Tim Lane,
Called Up
Cathey, Timmy
trying to do the same thing to David
Rollins,
Eddie
Garland,
them," Watts added.
CINCINNATI(AP)- Relief
Murray High coach John Frank GWiam and especially pitcher Joe Henderson, 30,
outan
did
who
Wells
Hina says Fulton County could Barry
was called up by the Cinwell be the surprise team in standing job downfield on cinnati Reds from their
cord's
ljteidlan
taltings_on
•
the area.
Indianapolis farm team to join
"A lot of people ask who nerbacks.
at Housion.
"Our blocking was just the club
have they beaten. Regardless
, who came to the
Henderson
our
graded
If
we
g.
of whoever or whatever, they outstandin
Chicago White
the
from
Reds
are 2-0 and that speaks well in game films, I'm sure those Sox in the trade for relief
out
come
all
have
would
guys
itself," Hina said.
pitcher Clay Carroll, compiled
Last week, Fulton County real high."
a 1.31 earn run average, the
off
start
could
Tigers
the
If
Fulton
on
sprung a 20-8 upset
best in the AA. His 51 apCity. The two schools began like they did against Reidland, pearances included one start.
their series in 1963 and last it could be trouble for Fulton

Judge Says NFL Draft
Of College Stars Void

HAVE
FUN.

Enter
PUNT,
PASS
& KICK
Today!

Sunday,September 12

12th & Sycamore

12th & Chestnut

Parker
Ford, Inc.

12th & Main

Donate What Yeitn
Your Donations Support These Fine
Volunteersin- r-ot_e_cting Our County From Fire
•
This Ad Paid For As A Public §er‘ice By...

The Alf Leila
Beledi Dancers

Murray-Mayfield
753-5012
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Here's junior tailback Grettis- Bumphis shooting off tackle behind the.bIocking of quarterback
Bobby Grogan in Murray's big 41 to 0 win over the Reidland Gre*Aands last Friday night.

MURRAY AREA
COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT let Cars, Trucks & Tractors
— RADIATORS REPAIRED —
COMPLETE MACHINE SHOP

Large Stock ef'mew Car Parts

VW • DAMN • TOYOTA

////k

512 So. 12th

ANIIIIII,
INAPAI '...;':4-54r 753-4424 I "SA7OON INAPAI
MEI

753-5041

605

Corveffe Lanes
Join Us
'After The
game!

Fulton Co. Pilots

kAAPLE

MURRAY, KY.

Storey's

Friday Night, September 10th,8 p.m.
Highway 94, Hickman, Kentucky
This page made possible by these supporting firms

Cash Box Every Week

$1699$
tot...,
,sc1,-.•
F•antdrOP
,
bob.. .d.ortel.014 sum'
,
••.111 10.on co,.. caw

401 Olive

753-5321
10th 8 Chestnut
Telephone 753-1474

753-5323
Godchaux Pure Cane

enekAfti
Steak & Pizza
For Free
Delivery Phone

Lyle Underwood

Sugar

quality Commercial Printing

STOKES TRACTOR

10 lb. Bag

AND

Creative

IMPLEMENT CO.
With $10.00 Order or More
Limit 10 lbs. at this Price

753-1314

Industrial Road
753-1319

Porkers Market
DOWitteVnt

Shopping Center Open 7 Days A Week

Marble Manufacturer

Thornton Tile
And Marble

BuncEo6c1„,..
BURGER
QUEEN

Hours:
7:30 am til 11 pm — Sua.-‘urs
7:30 a.m til midnight -- Fri. & Sot.
753-6025

Winchester
Printing Service
Heating, Air Conditioning,
Sheet Metal
—Since 1937802 Chestnut

753-4832

Incorporated

"The Businessman's Choice
For Fine Printing
102 North 4th Street
7S3-5397

Murray, Ky
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Four Appeals Court Judges
Run Unopposed In November

Wallace Says Tape System In Bedroom A 'Domestic Matter'

anyone's •
Mrs. Wallace has written an in OA when her husband's bugging
doesn't affect the state of
headquarters anyway except
autobiography,
Alabama or my service as
"C'nelia," term expires.
which tells of her marriage to
Wallace staffers found maybe some salty langauge."
governor, remains the
In June, the tf.S. attorney in
Wallace
and
listening
the
aftermath
business
devices March 23 in
of
of
me
and
my
wife."
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
seats were vacant until last for the offices in divisions.
the shooting that left him the light fixture and in .a Atlanta said the devices
His
brief,
sometimes
halting
Kentucky's
Court
of
of
14
Four
month, when Carroll anparalyzed from the waist telephone ill the Atlanta office probably were installed as a
remarks came in response to
The elections are • nonAppeals judges will be run- nounced his appointments and
down.
of the Wallace presidential prank by a Wallace staffer,
reports that an extensive
partisan, and Carroll has said
ning unopposed in the the judges were sworn in.
Mrs.
campaign.
taping
Wallace
When they were "This is the contention, thert
has
not
system
had
been
choices,
his
support
would
November election in which
The court still has not heard he
found,
discouraged
speculation
Wallace
discovered
that
said, "l don't is no other proof to the c*
by
state
troopers
voters decide whether to a case and is conducting much regardless of their political
know
at
she
plans
what
to
the
run
for
you
mansion.
learn by trary," John Stokes Jr. said. !'
governor
are
Three
affiliation.
Gov.
retain the appointees of
of its business through the
The
reports,
quoting
Julian Carroll.
Supreme Court clerk's office, Republicans.
unidentified sources, said the
since
it does not yet have a
As the deadline for cansystem had been installed
In order to qualify, all
clerk.
didates to file for the
without Wallace's knowledge
candidates must be attorneys.
While
attempting
to
judgeships expired at midbut apparently with the
night Wednesday, there were organize the court in time to
knowledge of his wife, Corno challengers to Roy N. start hearing appeals later
nelia.
Vance of Paducah, John D. this month, most of the judges
One report said that when
must
also
begin
campaigns to
White of Manchester, Elijah
Wallace was informed of the
M. Hogge of Morehead and retain their seats for the
taping system and hundreds of
Harris Howard of Preston- remainder of the eight-year
recordings
of his business and
term that began Jan. 1.
sburg.
personal calls, he ordered his
BURLINGTON, Colo. t AP) around then."
Several whose names were
wife out of the mansion and
The other 10 gubernatorial submitted to the governor by — Jim Gernhart, who says
Gernhart staged his first threatened
to divorce her.
appointees must win in the the Judicial Nominating he's worried he won't get a funeral in 1951. He bought a
Wallace confirmed that a
November general election in Commission, but who were not proper burial after he dies, copper casket, rented the local
order to retain their seats on appointed, have entered the will prticipate Sunday in his armory and spent more than "device" and a number of
tapes were recovered, but he
the new court. _
21st funeral — for himself.
election.
$15,000 on a funeral party refused
to answer reporters'
The intermediate appellate
The 99-year-old retired which attracted national
Three names were subinquiries about specifics of the
court, created under the mitted for the judgeships in farmer says he hopes he attention.
system.
Judicial Article approved by each of two divisions of the doesn't die before then. But if
Gernhart has had his copper
He never said specifically
voters last November, is seven appellate districts, but he does, Gernhart says he'll be casket
shipped
to
a
designed to be a bridge bet- the governor could select only buried in Goodland, Kan., mausoleum in Goodland. He that his wife had any
ween the circuit courts and the one name for each division in because "I wouldn't be caught says he took the action knowledge of the "device."
There has been speculation
new state Supreme Court.
dead in Burlington."
each district.
because there .was so much of marital difficulties
between
It theoretically became
Gernhart says his concern local outcry against his first
Candidates for the $37,000-athe Wallaces, who were
effective Jan. 1, 1976, but the year posts must file and run over lack of a decent funeral funeral.
scheduled to appear together
NUMBER
ANNUAL
TOTAL
for himself has caused him to
Gernhart, who lives in a rest today
MONTHLY
AMOUNT
PERCENTAGE
at a reception for
OF
OF
- hold 20 funerals in the past 25 home, says when he isn't
FINANCED PAYMENTS
RATE
,
PAYMENTS
MONTHS
Rosalynn Carter, the wife of
years.
planning funerals, he spends Democratic
presidential
17.80
$3,512.16
48
$73.17
"His funeral is the biggest most of his time "just killing
$2,500
nominee Jimmy Carter.
thing that happens here," time."
•-•
1
Sources close to the 57-yearMayor Rol Hudler said.
He says "there should be a old governor
18.80
$90.41
$5,424.60
The price for
80
$3,500
reported
last
On Sunday,townspeople will good crowd" for his 100th
honor him with what is birthday funeral, and that month that members of Mrs.
12.74
$124.41
60
$5,500
$7,464.60
supposed to be a 100th bir- "anybody can come who Wallace's personal staff had
been relieved of their duties
r
thday funeral parade. Ger- wants to."
because she was no longer
12.68
$169.41
60
$7,500
$10,164.60
nhart actually doesn't turn 100
Among festivities planned staving
in yesterday's advertisement should have read:
at the mansion.
until Nov. 20.
for the funeral are an antique •
Wallace
did
not
th_e_.paracla!, rouur.-0_ sawn thrlkighluein.___ack
nowietie
"
4
"4464bia44._t__
funeral organizers says
One 'of the organizers -says
getting a little old, and we're 75 or so "damn, crazy fools" relationship with his wife as a
result of the incident. He said,
afraid he might not even be are expected to participate.
..I think we can better resolve
gectineiat6ansalri
32 ounce bottles, plus deposit
our differences, if any, if the
press would accept that this is
:UM c
/
204
4
t.4441M6 ,
purely a domestic matter."
Loans and financing
During the news conference,
AMKRICA Iff.117RIFE
OF
Price. of 14041 01 Wel Imersig al auk
Wallace expressed
apEVT. today. furnished to the Wort &
to $7,500
N... Sy Firs or IlLearion, Ccwp , el
Willard Ails, R.Ph., phar- preciation to his 37-year-old
Murray,trees tallowy
macist at the Murray- wife for her support following
Heublem Inc
51% -24
In Bel-Air Center
Large loans for
the assassination attempt in
McDimalds Corp
58 -24 Calloway County Hospital will
Ponderosa Systems
7% -24
Laurel,
Md.,
during
his
1972
Mgr.
Wilder,
Ross
in
speaker
the
featured
the
be
homeowners
Kimberly Clark
3724 At
Through September
Union Carbide
04% Ai second annual youth con- campaign for the p.esidency.
Murray
W R Grace
26% -Ls
He
also
campaigned
for
the
Kentucky Lake
27% -'4 ference at Bristol, Tenn.,
Texaco
Phone 753-5573
Democratic
presidential
General Elia:
53% unc September 11.
GAF
1324 Al
or
nomination
this
year.
Ails, director of pharmacy
3344 -4
GeorgTarkcitie
Ptizer
,21124 US'"Sgrvices at the Mu-rayAll Boneless
Jim WalterS
"32 -46
Kirsch
16 unc Galloway County Hospital,
Disney
30'. -4 was one of the speakers at last
Franklin Mint
34 +46
with French Fries, Cole Slaw
Primed salts of Mel wisr•st ot am
loamy hroisbed to tho Lodger 6 Times try
and Hush Puppies
I Kamen fra are as Wows
All You Can Eat
Industrial Avg
Mon.thru Fri.
Sat and Sun.
Airco
32% -4
MONTGOMERY, Ala.(AP)
— Gov. George C. Wallace
says the discovery of a taping
system in his bedroom is a
"domestic matter between my
wife and myself" and that
politics has nothing to do with
it.
"This happened in my
bedroom between me and my
wife," Wallace said at a news
conference Wednesday.
"What happens between me
and my wife, as long as it

"Are you telling us
as homeowners
we can get
a large loan?"

Jim Gernhart To Hold
His 21st Funeral Sunday

Right.
See the Good News loan people.

Correction!

Quart Size Cokes
•

488r'

/1"\

Malicet Alls Is Speaker At
Bristol Conference

Storey's Food Giant

CREDIM ‘11

SPECIALS
Catfish

Whitefish Fillets

vise

s3oe

Half Orders, Child Plate
Fresh Fish Sandwiches and
Family Style Dinners
Also Available at Special Prices

Kentucky lake Lodge Restaurant
On Hwy.68

Aurora,Ky.

Amer. Motors
Mislead Oil
AT&T
Ford
Gen Dynamics
Gen Motors
Gen. Motors
Gen. Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil

Pennwalt

Quaker Oats
Republic Steel

Singer

Tappan
Western Union
Zenith

unc
WI -44
Wa-44
SS% -%
52% -414
.
1 -44
67
671. -24
23% LOC
271. -24
V%

Mr. Farmer,

let us estimate your next dozer job, it's free!

We have the equipment and the know how!
*ROAD WORK
*DOZER WORK

*EXCAVATING
*LAND CLEARING

*SUB-DIVISIONS
*GRADING

EMERINE CONSTRUCTION CO.
PO Bos 444

INTERNATIONAL

unc
24%
35% -24
21 -44
a one
11Per one
32% +%

Telephone 753-8986

Willard Ails
year's conference held by the
Bristol Church of Christ and
has been invited to be the
featured speaker this year by
the youth of the church. He
will deliver two lectures at the
church building on Saturday,
September 11. The topic
selected for these lectures is
"Freedom Isn't Free."
Dr. Ails will also appear on
the local television program,
"Today On Five," a thirty
minute talk show aired at
prime television time on
Saturday. He will be talking
with Zoria Zed of Station
"WCYB," channel 5 in Bristol.
Buford Poet, elder of the
Bristol church serves as the
youth conference director
along with Michael Hatcher,
church youth director.

Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service September 9, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts . Act 958 Est 600 Barrows &
Gilts mostly 50 lower Sows 1110-2 00
lower
US 1-2300-330 lb..
*42.00.4230
US 1.3 200-240 lbs.
1142.75-42 OD
US 2-4240-300
„
,,
$41.00-41 75
US 3-4 360-280 lb.
14000-4! 90
Sowa
US I-2270-320
634 co-35 re
us 1-3 300-450 lbs.
633 50-35 00
US 13450-650 lb,
j3500-3640
US 2-3360-300 lb.
633 00-34 00
Boars 25.00-23.00

Morgan,Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance — Bonds — Real Estate-1O3 I. 12th St., Benton

Now Has A Local Number
For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora

The Number To Call

7534434

seriesRAtractors
the pro-ag line
oii10

Now, a totally new concept
in tractor comfort. From IH.
MI New panoramic tinted-glass windshield U New
multi-adjustable,comfort ride seat IN Telescopic steering wheel
•New finger-tip consoles for fast, two-handed action•Two
doors to save steps•Self-cleaning Control Center air filter
III Traditional IH Power reliable engine III And much, much more!

OPEN
HOUSE
SAT.,
SEPT. 11

Purchase

EQUIPMENT CO.INC.
Hwy. 94E Phone 1534215

Power never came with so much comfort

COMFORT
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Confusion Evident Over Open Records Law In State
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
"There seems to be a lot of
confusion in local agencies of
government" about how to
comply with the state's new
open _records law, says the
man who handles most of the
questions about it.
agencies
are
Public
required by stat law to notify
neral's office
the attorney
when they deny a person
access to all or part of the
information sought.
Asst. Atty. Gen. Carl Miller,
who keeps tabs on how the law
is working, said it seems to
have had the most impact on
local public agencies. State
agencies were already accustomed to an open records
policy -tnitier another state
law.
Miller indicated he was
amazed to learn "there are
places in Kentucky where you
can't find out (from the
police) who was in an ac-

MISS YOUR PAPER!
Sebscribers ate haw est
received tli•ir bootdravorod con of The
*envy Ledger & Those by
530 p.m. Ideeasy-hidery et
by 310 p.a. is Seterdays
ore cooed to coN 753.1116
Nevem 5:30 p , NW 4
Moodry-ftWoy, err
330 a.m. and 4p.*. Sew
AIM te issasse delivery ef
einnipapet. Cob awl
Or Noted by 6 p.a. mobdays er 1 p.m. Serterdays is
yuereatee delivery.

I

defining the way the statute records on uncompleted
cases, or records containing
functions.
He said one of the "most information that would entouchy areas" under the new danger life and physical
law has not yet come up. He safety of law enforcement
said that would involve a personnel.
—Records maintained at a,
request for a list of persons
kept by a public agency, with courthouse by a county judge;
the intent of using it for ad- county clerk, or circuit court
clerk are subject to public
vertising or promotion.
Since an individual has the inspection, except, records
right to ask for certain information, no matter how it is
stored, someone could ask for
a computer printout on
everyone in the state with a
drivers license, or motorboat
license, for example — and
have a ready made mailing
list.
-It's a vulnerable spot,"
Miller said. -So many things
are put on tape now."
The question has been posed
hypothetically, by Jane
Atkinson, executive director
of the Kentucky Horse
Council, who said the council
was preparing a list of names
of horse owners and others
associated with horses in
order to take a census of the
Kentucky horse industry.
She said many individuals
were reluctant to be listed
because they feared anyone
*could request a copy of the list
to use in promoting products
or soliciting donations.
Miller advised her the
council would not have to
release the list because it is
preliminary and therefore
exempted under the law. But
he said the final census would
jae_pr
titilic.r_gcord and available
- --airiyOne w1ioirequesie7if.Many appeals concerning
denial of access to records
have come from the press,
Miller said. He added that
many also have come from
private citizens.
To date the law has been
interpreted (by the attorney
general as follows:
—Blanket requests for information on a particular
subject do not have to be
honored if the request makes
an unreasonable demand on
the time of a public employe.
—What a police department
does is of a public nature, and
the agency may not withhold
records on arrests or accidents, except if such records
are specifically exempted.
Exempted records include
those revealing the identity on
unknown informants, police

cident," because they won't
release those records.
The new open records law,
effective June 19, allows
anyone to inspect and copy
any public record, after
making a written request to
the agency. There are specific
exemptions under the law.
Miller said where an agency
denies a request or access to
the records and the denial is
not appealed by the party
seeking the information, he
simply acknowledges the
agency's report.
However, if the denial is
appealed, Miller issues an
opinion, sending a copy both to
the agency and the person
requesting the information.
He said he has issued 15 so far.
It is the one instance where
the attorney general's opinion
is binding until set aside by a
court Miller said. Most
opinions do not have the force
of law.
If the attorney general
- believes the individual's
request was valid under the
law, the agency must either
comply with the attorney
general's opinion or take the
case to circuit court to try to
have the decision reversed.
If the agency fails to releme
the record or to go to court, the
person seeking the information may initiate court
proceedings, Miller said.
So far, none of the cases has
gone to court, but Miller said a
court decision is needed to
-make the law strong."
then

MAN CUIPPII

pertaining ,t,6 adoption,
records on ,a juvenile which
have been ordered expunged
by thejuvenile court judge, or
rec9rds containing personal
information if disclosure
would constitute "clearly
unwarranted invasion of
personal privacy."
—Certain , records containing detailed information

about
privately
owned
buildings or sites — such as
those kept by the Kentucky
Heritage Commission — are
exempt beFause of the
provision that protects an
individual's personal privacy.
—Interviews conducted by
the state Oral History Commission may be exempted if
the person interviewed has

requested that the tapes not be
released for a number of
years. That makes the taped
recorsis "preliminary". They
do not become -final" public
records until after the time
provided in the agreement.
—Guest records at a state
park lodge do not have to be
submitted for public inspection since they are of a

personal nature.
—Records
of
Comprehensive Care Centers are
open to public inspection —
except records that directly or
indirectly identify a patient or
former patient.
Miller said all public
agencies are required to draft
regulations to safeguard
records that are exempted.

At

Remember Our New

Shopping Hours

LEAA Asked For
Grant To State

950 over cost!

McKee! Equipment
Co., Inc.
503 Walnut

753-3062

FRANKFORT, Ky.( AP) —
The federal Law Enforcement
Administration
Assistance
has been asked to grant
$338,418 to the Kentucky
Division of Securities for
establishment of a securities
fraud unit.
Securities Director Jack
Bunnell said the proposed unit
of the Department of Banking
and Securities would have
three attorneys, three state
police
detectives, two
secretaries and a clerk-typist.
He said the unit "will allow
us to investigate the dubious
operations in the state and...
to assist the prosecutors in
their cases."
-The department currently
has only one full-time attorney
handling security matters,
Bunnell said.
The two-year grant request
was submitted to the LEAA
office in Atlanta on Sept. 2.

Saturday
1 to 5 P.M. Sundays

su
Co

is

Closed Mondays
S.

ni
le

On All In Stock Merchandise

Save an additional 10% for cash or .1k-Bride's
Revolving Charge at time of purchase.

•Sofas, Sectionals, Love Seats, Chairs
,,,By Fairfield, Matimont. Henredon, Vanguard, Flair
Hibriten. Ficks- Reed, Protege, and Pearson

•Sofa Beds: By Fairfield and Stearns & Foster
•Leather Furniture: Sofas and Chairs by

Free Delivery
Within a hundred mile radius of McBride's

Hibriten, Leather Craft, and Fairfield_

Bedroom Furniture:

By Thomasville, Dixie,
•
Hibriten, Henredon. Burlington House, Stanley, Hooker,
Kimball. Bernhardt, and Pulaski.

•Lamps, Pictures, Accessories;
By Rem5randt LaBarge. Frederick. Cooper, Remington,
Wildwood.

Free Decorating Assistance
Professional decoration assistance is free with purchase at
McBride Interiors. If you need help with colo0abric selection, combining periods, or an entire room, diagram, we
are here to assist you.

Our Guarantee
If any identical item can be purchased for less within a
hundred mile radius of McBride Interiors, the difference
will be refunded if notified within thrIty days after the purchase

•Patio Furniture By Woodward, Gorosflex, Caroline Farge.

•25% to 70%c off odd selection of chinas, dressers,
chests. lamp, accent & cocktail tables; headboards, and
nightstands.

Mcipticit

ALL SALES FINAL
451 South Sixteenth Street
Paducah, Ky.(502)44.3-6432
Use McBride Interiors
Revolving Charge

Hours M-5 10:00-500
Closed Thurs.

te

he

Hibriten, Stanley, Pulaski, Bernhardt, Flair.

101 S. 13th
Murray

sa
be
lai

1

•DiningGroups;ByThomasv iile. Henredon,White.

Phone 753-8373

of

9 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Creek.

Beginning Needlepoint
Advanced Needlepoint
Day and Night Classes
To Register

age
'
•
a.
"# •
an
rue
in

9 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Tuesday through Friday

•Bedding: Save On Stearns & Foster'Bedding.
•Bedspreads & Pillows: All in Stock by Nettle

onrzal4_
EEd lioint
.Ei,i.grzl

for

De

Save 25% to 70%

All Remaining
Inventory

led
in
wor
nex

Bank Financing Available

Save 10% for cash or McBride's Revolving Charge
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Chinese Leader Mao Dies At
Age Of 82 After Long Illness
TOKYO ( AP — Mao Tsetwig, who
led the Communist revolution to victory
in China in 1949 and dominated the
world's most populous nation for the
next 27 years, died early today, Peking
announced.
He was 82 and had been slowly failing
for many months,
Hsinhua, the official Chinese news
agency, said the founding father of the
People's Republic of China died at 12:10
a.m. (12:10 p.m. EDT Wednesday 1
-because of the worsening of his illness
and despite all treatment, although
meticulous medical care was given him
in every way after he fell ill."
The broadcast did not give the nature
of the final illness.
The announcement of Mao's death
was delayed for about 16 hours, the
same length of time that intervened
before the death of Premier Chou Enlai was announced last Jan. 8.
The White House and the U.S. State
Department in Washington had no
immediate comment on Mao's death.
Mao's death was expected to intensify the power struggle that has
shaken Peking intermittently for years
and that flared • up with renewed
intensity after Chou's death.
There has been no designation of his
successor as chairman of the Chinese
Communist party, the country's most
powerful post, which he had held since
1935.
Presumably Premier Hua Kuo-feng
is next in line since he was also named
first vice chairman of the party when
he was raised to the premiership five
months ago. But his elevation is not
assured.
Others who appear to be in the running are Mao's widow, Chiang Ching, a
leader of the radical faction of the

Chang Chun-chiao, Wang Hungwen and
Yao Wen-yuan; party vice chairman
and defense minister Yeh Chien-ying;
and Chen Hsi-lien, commander of
Peking units of the 3L2-million-nian
'Liberation Army. Wang also is a vice
chairman of the party.
The p#(ty constitution provides that a
plenary Solssion of the 195-member
Central Committee elects the new
chairman.
Hsinhua said Mao's body would lie in
state in the Great Hall of the People for
one week beginning Saturday for
Chinese leaders and the masses to pay
their last respects.
All recreational activities will be
suspended until Sept. 18, when a solemn
memorial rally will be held in Peking's
Tien An Men ( Gate of Heavenly Peace)
Square, where almost 27 years ago Mao
announced the founding of the People's
Republic.
All factories and neighborhoods will
arrange for the population tbristen 4or
watch live radio and television_
broadcasts of the rally, Hiinnua said,
and at exactly 3 p.m.(3 a.m. EDT) all
Chinese "wherever they are" should
stand at attention for three minutes in
silent tribute, "with the exception of
those whose work cannot , be
interrupted." Trains, ships and factories are to sound their sirens at the
same time.
Hsinhua did not mention burial
arrangeftents. •
It said no "foreign governments,
fraternal parties or friendly personages" would be invited to send
representatives.
A Japanese correspondent in Peking
said crowds gathered in Tien An Men
Square soon after Mao's death was
announced. A huge portrait of Mao was
clisptax
*
ci and many ol_t_he mourners
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4E5 MA'AM
THIS YEAR I
PLAN TO GET
NOTHING BUT
STRAIGHT At!"

THAT' 20E5NT MEAN,OF
COURSE, THAT I WOULDN'T
ACCEPT A FEW BENT ONES...

:**01,
1•101.

I THINK
YOU'RE THE'
PRETT4EST
GIRL IN
TOWN

YOU
LOOK
ANGRY

A BOY JUST
CALLED AND
SAID I'M THE
PRETTIEST
GIRL IN TOWN

I AM
ANGRY

F'14
o
0
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wept,the reporter said.
EDDYVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
A peasant's son who became one of Eight
WEST POINT, N.Y.( AP)— decent funeral
inmates of the Kentucky
for himself has
the
20th
century's
They pass along exam caused him to
greatest State Penitentia
hold
20 funerals
ry
have
filed
a
revolutionaries, Mao not only deeply
questions at meals. They lie in the
$150 million lawsuit alleging
e past 25
influenced the lives of his countrymen
about
attendance. They steal
their civil rights are being
years
but also became a model for
violated in the maximum- athletic equipment. And,
revolutionaries in many of the backaccording
to
affidavits signed
DES MOINES,Iowa(A&P) —
security facility.
ward regions of the earth.
Filed in U.S. District Court by cadets accused in the U.S. It took six years, but Charles
A classical poet, calligrapher, hard- at
Military Academy's biggest
and Darlene Alsager won
Paducah, the suit alleges
headed politican, guerrilla strategist
scandal,
they
do
so
custody
with
of their children last
numerous abuses of inmates'
and audacious thinker, he led the long
civil rights by prison per- abandon. In the 151 affidavits Christmas despite a court
struggle which ended with the triumph
Shown to The Associated
ruling
branding
sonnel.
them
of communism in China and then broke
U.S. Dist. Judge Charles M. Press on Wednesday, some 60 "mentally deficient." Now
with the Soviet Communist party in a
cadets charge nearly 700 other
they face losing their children
Allen Wednesday gave prison
schism that split the Communist world.
cadets
with flaunting the
again. The Polk County
officials 40 days to review the
His passing raises 'the compelling
"subject matter" of the suit, honor code by lying, cheating, Department of Social Services
question of how long his own brand of
which was originally sub- stealing, fixing cases before filed a custody petition
communism — called Maoism — will
the cadet honor committee
Wednesday. The department
mitted on Aug. 21.
survive in China. Much will depend on
and tolerating those activities. said it feared for the safety of
Abuses alleged in the suit
how those who follow him interpret and
the seven children — four boys
include inadequate housing,
BURLINGTON, Colo. (API
apply his ideals and teaching.
and three girls, 10 months to 14
food services, medical care,
— Jim Gernhart, who says
A believer in the masses and perpsychological treatment, he's worried he won't get a years old — who still live with
manent revolution, Mao spearheaded
the family. The eldest son, 18
rehabilitative programs and
proper burial after he dies,
many revolutions during his long and
years old, no longer lives at
personal protection. All were
Will
participat
e Sunday in his home
turbulent lifetime. In one, he trampled
The county cited
alleged to have occurred
21st funeral — for himself. The
upon and sought to destroy the rule of
alleged incidences of sexual
.during an unspecified period
99
-year-old
retired
farmer abuse and incest
the centaileS261c1 elite — the landlords,
among the
time.
says he hopes he doesn't die children,
rich meichants, intellectuals, officials/
threats by two
Also alleged was adbefore
then.
But
if
he
does,
and warlords — whose privileges were
Alsager boys to kill two other
ministrative interference with
Gernhart says he'll be buried
defended by 25 centuries of Confue(an
children, a threat by Mrs.
the right of inmates to free
in Goodland, Kan., because "I
thinking.
Alsager to kill the entire
wouldn't be caught dead in family
He aimed to turn over this powet to expression — particularly in
and other problems
regulation
s
on
grooming and
the poor peasants, city workers and
Burlington." Gernhart says plaguing the Des Moines
hair
length.
soldiers.
his concern over lack of a family.
The list of 20 defendants
Besides ripping up the tightly sewn
fabric of Chinese rule, he tore great included Corrections Comrents in its long dormant society, in- missioner David Bland. prison
sisting that the new proletarian Supt. Donald Bordenkircher,
overlords revolutionize their personal and associate wardens James
lives. He tried to make them into a new Stephens and L.T. Brown.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate wants to kill a 1 per
Others named are prison
kind of human, skilled in warfare, in
President Ford says he fully cent bonus on cost-of-living
farming, in industrial labor and in officials with varying degrees
endorses the Republican pension increases for retired
of authority.
politics.
party's position on abortion, federal civil service and
The eight plaintiffs are
He was 42 and at the peak of physical
although Ford's interpretation military personnel. Under
and mental powers when he assumed Jerald Kendrick, JamesckH.
of that plank differs from what present law in effect since
Fultz, Clifford Ray all,
_leadership of the party
.
in 1935.
was widely assumed to be the 1969, federal retirees receive a
jorofli
Caasbostt,..Joim.- —GOP "
the voiSile 4-5)er -peat -peusiga Aufaease
Holland, Ruby Foster, Donnie
campaign issue. "My position whenever the cost of living
Randolph and Robert Smith.
is that of the Republican goes up 3 per cent and remains
Prison officials said Wedplatform," Ford told repor- at that level for three months.
nesday they had not received
ters Wednesday. "I have had The extra 1 per cent was incopies of the complaint nor the
the position for some time that tended to compensate retirees
order by Judge Allen.
there should be a con- for the time lag in computing
stitutional amendment that cost-of-living pension
would permit individual states increases.
to make the decision based on
a vote of the people of each
MOREHEAD, Ky. ( AP) —
WASHINGTON (AP )- Legal
state."
The board of regents at
gambling, such as off-track
Morehead State University
WASHINGTON ( AP) — betting and state-run lotteries
spenr. most of a meeting
President Ford faces a key and numbers games, conbehind closed doors going over
foreign policy decision on tributes to the growth of
AND YOU'RE
applications for a successor to
whether to veto a Vietnamese illegal gambling because it
ANGRY?
university President Adron
bid for United Nations educates bettors about
Doran Wednesday.
VES--- HE
membership. While not ruling wagering, and they then go out
A deadline for applications out the possibility
HAD THE
of a U.S. and obtain a better deal from
or nominations for the post
WRONG
abstention when the vote illegal bookmakers. The
expired Sept. I.
NUMBER
comes up Friday, officials assessment was put to
Lloyd Cassity of Ashland, suggest
that American Congress by James Ritchie,
vice chairman of the regents,
dissatisfaction with Vietnam's executive director of a federal
said the panel would follow a
policy toward U.S. ser- commission reviewing
previously-outlined process
vicemen listed as missing in gambling laws, who told a
involving invitations for inaction probably will lead to an House committee Wednesday:
terviews to promising canAmerican veto of Hanoi's bid. "Wherever legal gambling
didates, and selection of
exists, illegal gambling inDoran's successor from a
WASHINGTON (AP) — The creases."
selected group of candidates
ANOTHER ONE
Doran has announced his
O HI5 LETTER...4
retiremen
t effective Jan. 1.
TO THE ED)TOR Z
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WITH TWO
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DAGWOOD1
I'VE LOST FIVE
POUNDS StNCE
YESTERDAY'

114

6•

60 0
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THAT"S IMPOSSIBLE

.71",s4
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BLUG5TONJE
TOOK MAH ADVICe. HE15 NOW A PRIVA1EIt•Ne51iGATOR T

HIS Fee is

HOW MANY
CL-temTs DO
A THOOSAND HE •ve- 2—
DOLLARS A
S
DAY ??_
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LEXINCTON, Ky.(AP) —
Ellis Greenwade of Mount
Sterling, Ky., who owns and
operates Raven Rock in
Powell County as a tourist
attraction, says he will continue to allow hang gliding
from
the
700-foot-high
precipice despite the deaths of
two hang gliders at the cliff.
Greenwade
said
an
examiner from the U.S. Hang
Glider Association told him
after the two men were killed
over the Labor Day weekend
that their deaths were attributable to pilot error.
Allan Kling, 27, and Daniel
Ballas, 24, were killed in
seperate accidents over the
weekend during a hang gliding
festival in the Red River
Gorge area. Both men were
from Cineinnati.
Bill Ellwood, the examiner,
said he considers the rock safe
for experienced fliers.

Apt
2. Notice

BARGAIN
SALE
500 Yards of new
double knits, hose,
childrens body suits,
also yard sale items,
Avon bottles. Friday
and Saturday, September 10 and 11, 8-6.
901 Johnny Robertson
Road.

Check
Your
Ad

4*.

Foreign Roundup

JOHANNESBURG,( AP) —
Riot police converged on
trouble spots in and around
Cape Town today after a night
of rioting and arson that police
sought to curb by firing into
crowds of nonwhites. Witnesses
said
the
antigovernment violence left
many casualties but police
and hospitals declined to give
the number of dead and injured. "Things are just
_ happening too fast for us to
give figures," said a police
officer in the coastal city 800
miles southwest of here.

only about 70 Americans and
two Canadians participated.
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first insertion of ods for
corr•ction
This
newspaper will be
responsible for only
one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATEP4AASE.Ctif
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMPTLY tN CASE OF AN
ERROR

If You
Need Them:
Fire
7534441
Police
753-1621
Rescue
753-6952
Ambulance 753-9332
Hospital
Emergency 753-5131
Humane Society.
753-3994
Comprehensive. .
Care
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens753-0929
Needline... 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger 1.
Times
1
11.10.
0

PHONE NUMBERS
FOR THE

LEDGER & TIMES
BEIRUT, Lebanon API -Moslem and Christian forces
DEPARTMENTS
battled today in devastated
p downtown
Beirut.
The
ARE AS FOLLOWS
Christians claimed that their
forces, supported by tanks and
armored cars, broke through
News, Society and
Moslem defense lines in the
Sports
753-7918
Beirut market area and
Retail Display adestablished new positions
vertising 753-1919
there.
But Palestinian
Classified Display.
spokesmen denied this and
Classified. Circulatisaid Moslem troops had
on and the Business
thrown back the Christian
Office
assault. Hospital officials
may
be
reached on 753TRIPOLI, Libya I AP ) — estimated more than 125
1 9 1.6 and 753- 19 1 7
The Libyan government has persons killed during the
issued new official maps night.
expanding the country's
southern border to take more
--„Crossword Puzzler Anew', to Wednesday s
than 52,000 square miles 'of
ACROSS
3 Aiconlinent
territory from Algeria, Chad
urn rip 1:E44
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mouth
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18 Symbol for
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28 Note of
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37 Suspend
MEXICO CITY (AP) —
Joseph Pyzick, his teamscale
5
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38 Ram and
29 Distance
53 Note of
mate, was killed when the car Amerigan prisoners have
hait
measure
29 Decree
SCalsk
39 Upton ng _
left Parkers Mill Road in ended I hunger strike after 36
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33
Speck
hours
and expressed gratitude
Fayette County and struck a
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to the Mexican government
35 Above
'ree Aug. 28.
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for taking initiatives that
37 sharpen
38-Spanish for
could bring freedom to hun-yes
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•
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Mexican jails, the Interior
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!ME WANT ADSI B10 PWSES FOR BIC RESULTS
Another View

2. Notice

5. lost And Found

21.Mobile HUITIP Sates

21 Musical

6 Help Wanteo

32. Apartments Far Rent

38 Pets Supplies
38

FOUND -ABOUT 1 year
old dog with black and
white spots. Flea collar
only. Pay for ad to get
HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
dog. Call 753-8151.
$.75, at Hornbuckle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut LOST FEMALE red Irish
Street. Closed Mondays,
Setter. Been missing for
Open Tuesday-Friday,
about 2 weeks. Call 753hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
7838 after 5.

WHAT WE DO test is
care. Needline, 753-6333.

6 Help Wanled

Dixieland Shopping
Center
753-9668

BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.

ADDRESSERS WANTED IMMEDIATELY
work at home - no experience necessary excellent pay. Write
American Service, 6950
Wayzata Blvd., Suite 132
Minneapolis, MN 55426.
WANTED RESPONSIBLE house keeper for
3 days a week. Used to
children. Should furnish
own transportation. Be
willing to drive to Lynn
Grove residence. Must
furnish local references.
Call 435-4500."

Long Slereve

HELP WANTED. Septeir.ber 13 and 14 only.
Call 435-4197.

KNIT
SHIRTS
10% OFF
rs-

BURGER QUEEN needs
part time night help.
You can work five to 30
504 Maim
week.
per
hours
Behind Peoples Bonk
Opportunity for person
needing more income or
3. Card Of Thanks
college students needing
_"
-§tiandiftg-"dinTftsy. voty
WE WISH to express our
in person only.
deep appreciation and
thanks to our many
COSMETIC BEAUTY
relatives, friends, and
consultant. Apply at
neighbors for the kind
Cherry's Downtown.
expressions of sympathy and kindness
BABYSTITER for an
extended to us following
infant. Call 753-9817
the death of our husband
after 5 p. m.
40.
father,
Lon
and
O'Bryan.
Pearl O'Bryan and WANTED, -SALES
Family
consultant who has
successful sales experience. Earn $300-$500
5. lost And Found
per week, plus auto
LOST IN VICINITY OF
expense
bonus.
Glendale and Dudley
Tremendous future if
you are the right person.
Drive. Yellow and white
male cat. Wearing white
Must
be
married,
honest, dependable, and
flea collar. Call 753-7546.
willing to assume
responsibility.
If you
FOUND A pair of contac
feel you are qualified,
lens. In old City Park.
dial Paducah 443-4595.
Call 753-7640.

The Youth
Shop

TOY PARTY DEMOS
needed. Our sample kits
are loaned, no investment, collecting or
delivery. Free supplies
and hostess gifts. House
of Lloyd, Inc. Write
Bernita Sipe, Route 1,
Box 225, Henry, Tenn.
38231. Phone (901) 2434393.

BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
from Post Office, Paris,
Tennessee. Also The
Antique Mall, 116 S. 5th,
Murray, Kentucky.
'23. Exterminating

24. Miscellaneous

WANTED SOMEONE to
sell or buy Watkins and
other products. Call 7535550.
ADDITIONAL HELP
NEEDED at Jerry's
Refinishing and Custom
Built
Furniture.
Experience necessary.
Apply in person. Six
miles South or Murray
on Highway 641.

OFF,

II N(OU CAN 141400-4 IT
13Eri•-( NE
13EEW NON111•1ATED."
15. Articles For Sale
USED FURNITURE
STORE.
Kirksey
crossroads. Call 4892752.
OAK ROLL top desk,
round walnut tilt top
table, 50", 5 piece
walnut bedroom suite,
cherry chest of drawers,
walnut
wish
bone
dresser with mirror,
walnut bed, real old. 641
South, Uncle Willies
Trading Post.

Person, preferably
male,
with
knowledge
of
greenhouse
and
shrubbery. Apply in
person at

Juanitas Flowers
and Greenhouse

SOFA, 2 end tables, boys
clothing size 10-12.
Ladies size 8. Call 7539634,
sell cheap.
-ram will
o
CENTRAL VACUUM.
Small Victorian settee
with 2 matching chairs.
Yainaha folk guitar, 8
track tape player with
speakers, wrought iron
frame for picnic table
and benches, ladies
shoes size 10AA. Call
753-2508.

917 Coldwater
10 Business Opportun,ty
CHRISTIAN
Book
Center, 808 Chestnut.
Call 753-7527 or 753-0425.

Mil=a111
For

Insurance
Of All Kinds

Bob Nanney
at 107N.4th
Ne.t to Ledger 5Tomes.

or Phone

BATH
TUB
ENCLOSURE Kits. Marblized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
213" MANS BICYCLE,two
7.35 x 14 wheels and
tires. Lounge chair,
paper log roller, 5 rolls
Walltex. Call 753-7144.
NAVAHO base unit,
antenna and linears.
Call 753-4331.
FINAL CLOSE OUT on
all fabrics and notions,
and sewing machines.
At 1103 Mulberry.

753-4937
1211 Mimosa

14 Want To Buy

This elegant brick home in a prestigious residential area has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, family room,
central electric heat and air, patio, and wall-towall carpeting. Redecorated throughout.
Beautifully landscaped and wooded lot:

WANTED - good used
Minolta body. SR-T100
or SR-T101. Call Frank
Gonzales 753-1919 or 7532374.

BOYD-MAJORS- 185 Nett 1Z4
REAL ESTATE Pn;'-skoVio

WANTED SMALL dog
house. Call 753-3273.

Notice Of Sale
Kentucky Revised Statutes 376.280
The undersigned will sell to the highest and
best bidder on September ZO, 1976, at the hour of
1:00 p.m. at the south door of the Court House in
Murray, Kentucky, a 1968 Autocar Truck, Serial
No. AB003HBO-64310 to satisfy a debt in the sum
of $3,650.00 incurred by virtue of repairing said
truck and furnishing parts therefore. The successful bidder will be required to pay one-third of
the sum at the time of the sale, balance in ninety
days and said purchaser must give acceptable
security for said balance.
641 Truck Repair
Murray, Kentucky

Full Time

MANAGER
Salary plus fringe benefits. Medical insurance included, Bonus Plan.
Apply in person to

No Phone
Calls Please
Equal Opportunity Employer

ft

SEVENTY-FIVE BALES
of good hay. Will pick up
in the fields. Call 4362516.
15 Articles For Sale

CHINA BY Franciscan,
(Carmel pattern), 5
dinner plates, 3 bread
and butter and creamer.
At less than prices sold
for in 1956. Call 753=4528
after 5 p. m.
HANDSOME new olive
green London Fog
corduroy coat fur collar,
lining. 39 regular_ Call.
753-7982.
COAL. Lump, egg or
stoker. Write Edward
!pock, 812 Gerring
Street. Phone 667-5950,
Providence, Ky.

BATH
TUB
ENCLOSURE
kits.
Marblized and solid
colas can be in,Italled
by amatuer. Multay
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.

BARGAIN PRICES ON:
2-Loads desks, chairs
and file cabinets. Ove .
50 selections of 4x8F
paneling from $2.75 to
.
.0,817.00 per sheet, 4x8
.
1.- exterior siding at $6.40.
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried
4x9, exterior siding at
Blue Lustre for cleaning
$7.20 Ross 8: Tuck
carpets? It
.;,s- seer!
Salvage. Box 88, Martin,
Rent eleceric shamTn. 38237. Phone 587pooer. Big K, Bel,Air
3000.
Shopping Centel'.
16 Home Furnishings
EVERY MAKE electric
STOVE, $100. Call 436shampoower
carpet
5838.
does a better job with
famous Blue Lustre.
TWO
TWIN
SIZE,
Western Auto, home of
Beautyrest box springs
"Wishing Well Gift
and mattress, 1 maple
Shop."
upholstered rocker. Call
753-6922.
GARMENT RACK, 40
inc, $5.00. Aquarium
FOUR PIECE bedroom
10 gallon, $5.00. Gas
suite. Call 435-4386.
heater, 815.00 Call 7533202 evenings.
ATTRACTIVE Black
vinyl Sofa with wood
COUCH $35.00. Part
trim. $35. Gold-brown
Beagle pups, $5.00 each.
pole lamp. $10. Call 753See after 5:30 at 1208
7982.
South 16th.
14 STORM windows in
good cond., and 2 piece
luggage set, blue and
new. 9 x 12 nylon
polyester rug with pad
green. Call 7534911

16 Home Furnishings
WASHER AND DRYER,
late model. Good condition. Cheap. Call 7535925.
WIGGINS FURNITURE,
21
/
2 miles North of
Murray on 641 has
Armstrong
vinyl
cushion floor in 9 and 12
ft. widths 16 patterns to
choose from Call 7534566. We deliver.
11.

.ror,

Wanted

WE BUY user mobhe
homes. Top prices pai.d.
Saddle and-Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.

SLUGGS, SNAILS WOOD
fungis, mold, roaches, 1973 12 x 50 all
Electric,
insects and termites.
air conditioner. 200 amp
Plastic put under house
.
.
pole:porches. $4500. Call
Kelly Termite and Pest ' 489-2242.
Control, 753-3914

$200 WEEKLY possible
stuffing envelopes. Send
self-addressed, stamped
envelope. Edray Mails,
Box 188 Dept. 575
,
Albany, MO 64402.
WANTED - MATURE
women, preferably
between ages of 30 and
40 for counter work. 12 to
6 p. m. Monday through
Saturday. Apply Dixie
Cream Conuts, Chestnut
Street, no phone calls.

1972 12 x MI 2 Bedroom
furnished. washer,
dryer, dishwasher, at
Fox Meadows. Call 7536275 or 753-7302.

APARTMENT SIZE
refrigerator in good
condition. $30. Free living room suite and
apartment size electric
range. Call 753-7243
after 5.

Vacuum Cleaners

KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple
Street. New and rebuilt
24 Hour
service.

answering

ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6700,
day or night.
19 Farm Equipment
1956 INTERNATIONAL 2
ton farm truck, flat bed,
solid side boards, runs
good, good shape.
$575.00. Call 753-0123,
night,753-7699.
81-4., GRAIN DRYERS
and rotary scythes. Big
discounts. Dryers in
stock now. Call 502-6283892 or 3742.

MOVING MUST sell
furniture cheap. 16291
/
2
Farmer Ave. Upstairs.
BACK HOME in orginial
location
West Ky.
Mattress, 1136 South
3rd, Paducah. Opening
special Health Mattress
regular 89.50, 48.50 Twin
size-48.50 full 58.50. Call
1443-7323.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for antique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all
mattresses,
Heltopedic or foam.
WEST KY. MATTRESS,
1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
26 TV Radio

TRAILER,
TWO
bedroom, all electric,
completely furnished.
New washer and dryer
included. Call 753-6402
after 4:30 p. m.
1965 COMMODORE, 12 x
50. Call 489-2696.
1 Want To Rent
MATURE
MALE
graduate student needs
efficiency
apartment
near MSU. Call Forrest
after Sp. m. 753-2800.
32. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED
APARTMENT. One or 2
bedroom. Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th
Street, call 753-6609.

CLOSE OUT ON ALL 76
Zenith T.V.s. New 77
models on sale. Sisson's
T.V. Sales and Service,
Cub,al Ky. 382-2426. Oper
Sundalts.

1956 INTERNATIONAL
farm truck, good condition. Stake bed with
sideboards, good hay or
bean truck. Call 753-0123
days,753-7699 nights.
1971
Cli1E-VR9LET
Tandem truck with 19 ft:
grain bed and twin hoist.
-Phone 753-7108 or 4892300.
NEW IDEA one row
corn picker. $525. Call
753-2263.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1 444 6865, -Paducah, Ky.

For
Rent

20 Sports Equipment

ALTO SAXOPHONE --perfect ,laying condition. excellent for
inor
beginning
termediate student. Call
753-7228.
VIOLIN. Roth full size
Stradivarius model with
in
exc
excellent
oe51.1ent con7.35
ca
ditsie
CONRAD'S PIANOS 4
organs, Kimball and
Baldwin, Lowery - Story
and Clark. Largest
selection In Western
753-1424.
Kentucky,
Olympic Plaza, Murray,
Ky.

Ca

THREE' BEDROOM
house in New Concord
area. 20 miles from
Murray. Will rent to
John
students.
Neubauer Realty, 505
Main Street, 753-0101 or
753-7531.
SPACIOUS MODERN 2
bedroom country home.
All electric central heat,
vacuum and air. Two
miles East of city
square. Married couples
only.
No
singles,
swingles, children or
pets. References, lease,
and damage deposit
required. Utilities not
furnished. $225 month.
Available September 1.
Call 753-7410.
36 For Rent Or lease

Supplies

THREE YEAR OLD
registered quarter
horse, has show experience. Call 489-2760
or 489-2508.

THREE DACHSHUND
puppies. No papers. Call
753-7824 after 2p. m.

43. Real Estate

Bodget Pewter I
Wyk cost of Sc
h wI., cesi of
rest/mints en this 4
bedrooms brick. Tim wooer
bus porches*/ • holm in
mother stet* mad west sod
et any romenehlo rico.
Want to Montt Rom tie
hooey sloop to Miss mak*
yaw prrnsoms sad then alloy bins is Mis three
Malmo stows Maw web
all the towhees it knorissin
bine: Iona bathrooms with
biltà NO fir:MOW-4a
Imp tied patio ossi Moir,
ohm features mis have to
no to harm.
Cossortty Gentiossion • Thit's
what you'll be ahem mo
own this bits gem so. NIG
lot, wink roan to play,
nen, sod peter el ie yew
own beckyardl...yo; throe
Harms brick way $2.5,000.
Wilson Ins. k bet Estee
ACTOSI fora Post Office
Cell 7$3-3263 Aerthito

KOPPERUD REALTY

Colonial Style

Almost new 4 bedroom 2/
1
2 bath home on 2 plus
acre wooded lot. Excellent location only 5 miles
west of Murray. Home features den with woodburning fireplace, formal dining room, kitchen,
living room, attached 2 car garage. Just listed
and priced at only $45,000.

Lovely brick ranch home only 4 years old. Many
outstanding features in this 3 bedroom, 2 bath
home. Attractive living room, den-dining area
with fireplace, kitchen, large utility room with
lots of storage space, and enclosed sunporch
whicli could be used as 4th bedroom. Attached 2car garage. lovely lanscaping, surrounded by
scenic crop and pasture land. Phone office for
more information on this choice property. An additional 67 acres may be purchased with this
property.

Country Estate

Canterbury Estates
This quality 3 bedroom, 2 bath home on Oxford
Drive has lovely carpeting throughout, large
living room, formal dining room, very large kitchen-den combination,central heat and air,2car
garage with ample storage and wooden deck
patio in backyard. Very reasonably priced in low
40's.

'

Located 4 miles from Murray, elegant home on
lovely 1 acre wooded lot. Home features 4
bedrooms, 2 baths, den with fireplace, living
room,formal dining room, kitchen, utility room,
large 2-car garage, concrete and brick patio.
Home has Andersen windows, central vacuum,
central heat and air, and is beautifully decorated
with quality throughout. Attractively landscaped
yard with brick well house. Phone us today.

Lake Front Home
Modern year-round home on 2 nice lakefront lots.
Home has 2000 sq. ft. of living area, 2 fireplaces
and is a well-built and maintained home. Call us
today and save on this fine home. Low 40's.

New Listing
Very neat 3 bedroom, 11
/
2 bath brick ranch home
just West of city limits. Home has central heat
and air, attractive lot with cedar fenced
backyard. Home has recently been redecorated
throughout. Priced very reasonably in low 30's.

New Listing
Outstanding quality 4 bedroom home with 21
/
2
baths, den,living room, dining room, kitchen, 21
x 19 family room, study, central gas heat and
central electric air, intercom, central vacuum,
custom draperies and other numerous features,
mid 50's.

First Time Offered
Quiet country 3 bedroom home west of Murray
on one acre lot. This home is a modern brick
home with large brick fireplace in living room,
large modern kitchen, central heat and air, and
outside new block storage building. Priced very'
reasonably at $27,900. Phone us today for an appointment to see this fine home.

1
2 miles from
Brick home at excellent location 2/
Murray, has 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, living room,
kitchen and utility room. Lot is 2 plus acres with
many large "trees, large garden area, and log
barn. Priced in mid 30's.

Modem Brick Duplex
Located in Murray on quiet residential street.
Each unit has 2 bedrooms, kitchen, living room
and one bath. Very neat and well maintained.
Priced at $21,500.

Westwood Subdivison

Near Lake

'

New 2 bedroom home 10 lodes east of Murray.'
with basement, wooden deck with beautiful view
of countryside,$20,500.

Just Reduced $1400.00

Excellent Buy .
/
2 bath home with central heat
New 3 bedroom, 11
and air, 1 car garage and large lot with nice garden area. Just reduced to $16,500. Owners want_
offer.

Older frame 5 bedroom 2 bath home on large
tree-shaded lot. Large garden area, several outbuildings and priced at only $16,500. Look at this
home and make an offer.

Duplex

Close to Downtown

Investment opportunity, brick duplex apartment, each unit having 2 bedroom apartments.
Good location and reasonably priced. $15,500.

Located only one blo'Ck from downtown,
groceries, store and restaurants. Two bedroom
home of good construction and low price with
garage and workshop. Priced at only $13,500.

Evenings Call:

Ti3-1222
Bill Kopperud
753-8129
George Gallagher

KOPPERUD
REALTYM

Ca
ON
tie

TW
St
4
39

HIDDEN
VALLEY
Kennels offers for sale 3
month old male Great
Dane. Cropped and
shots. Also grooming
and boarding. Call 4354481.

Choice Listings From

Located just outside the city limits is this
modern brick ranch home with 2' bedrooms,
12 FT.SEMI-V aluminum
large living room, a very large kitchen and
boat,$120.Call 753-2508. _
- utility Mom, central heat and air, carpet and
large lot in country setting makes this a very
870 REMINGTON 12
pleasant home. Price has been reduced to
gauge shotgun. Call 753$26,000. '
1208.

MUM

FEMALE
DACHSHUNDpuppies, 7
weeks old. Call 753-3384,
$25 each.

NICE TWO BEDROOM
country home, city
water, electric heat.
pets.
No
Couple.
References. Call 7537551.

37. Liwestocri

Small furnished 3
bedroom house for
college students. Call
753-5865 days or 7535108 after 6:00 p.m.

New Listing-Country Home
806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft International wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 3957463

ST
Do

34 Houses For Rent

EF-

Luxurious Country Home on 3 Acres
NEED MORE GRAIN
hauling capacity? Hook
your pickup toa Tri-Star
gooseneck grain trailer
from Agri-Products. 350
bushel bed, 20 ton hoist,
floatation tires. $1,000
off Call 753-2958.

AUSTRALIAN
Shepherds, registered
with National Stock Dog
Registry, 9 weeks old.
Excellent pets. Call 1247-4155.

FOR LEASE-2business
buildings at 602-607
South 4th Street at South
--FICIEINICX-4416131PelL
--4W-Ittid 1?yetitir•re. • $85.00 month. Call 753-"
Formerly Murray
7243 after 5.
and
Antique Shop
Brenda's Beauty Shop.
Call 753-7499, 753-6671 or
5M-8469.

FURNISHED
toraaftInternational AM-FM
stereo, 8 track tape and
phonograph, stand included. $200. Call 7534544,

Fee Rawl
ttficiesicy apartments for
Whom girt'. Please 75351011 r 733-5/413

Member
Multiple
Listing

711 lallahr
Phone 753-1222 Bus.

LE
to
41.
BA
13
da
a
pr
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. •
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AGE 13 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES,
Thursday, September

9, 1976

1.11di
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38 Pets

•s

Supplies

41. Public Sales

43 Rea! Estate

SERVICE, YARD SALE all day IF YOUR DESIRE is for
STUD
Doberman Pinscher,
Saturday, 161, Catalina - income property or your
champion blood lines.
Drive.
own personal dwelling,
Call 489-2651.
we have just the
FOUR PARTY GARAGE
property
you.
for
SALE - Friday, SepONE AKC registered
Located within .one
tember 10th. 7-? Lots of
German Shepherd pup.
block of MSU campus on
baby items. At Almo
Three months old. $50.
Main Street, the house is
Heights, t's mile North of
Call 489-2651.
suitable for rental or
Bucy's Grocery Store.
dwelling. See or call Bob
-Look for sign.
Rodgers of the John C.
TWO YEAR OLD male
Neubauer Realtor, 505
St. Bernard, also very LARGE YARD SALE,
Main St., Murray 753small gentle pony. Call
September 12 and 13th. 9
7531 or 753-7116 for more
436-5467.
a. m..5 p. m.Clothes and
information or apmiscellaneous
items.
pointment to see the
East 94 between Old
l4
Suppl.es
property.
Lake Stop and East Y
Grocery.
LEGHORN pullets ready
DO YOU WANT to live in
to lay. Call 753-3422.
one of the finest lake
PORCH SALE - 8 til
subdivisions? Whether
dark. Friday
and
you want to buy and
41. Public Sales
Saturday. One mile on
build
now or build later,
Highway
280, Ptnow is the time to buy
BARGAIN BARN SALE.
tertown Road. CB
one or more of these
13th and Main. SaturRadio,
adult
and
choice lots on Kentucky
day, 8-4 p. m. Almost
childrens clothes and
Lake at Cedarling Hills,
anything at lowest
coats, new shoes, odds
next
to
Lakeway
prices ever. All sizes
and ends.
Shores.Call Guy Spann
clothing, $1.00 or less.
Realty to get all details
Wooden desk, large THREE PARTY Yard
about these beautifully
grill, living plants.
Sale, Saturday, Sepwooded lots priced from
tember 11, 8:00-? 1631
$1690, 901 Sycamore,
Farmer
Avenue.
YARD SALE -6 family,
753-7724.
toys, winter clothes,
FALL
RUMMAGE
coats, curtains, rugs,
SALE. All kinds and
lots more. Thursday and
ci's of clothes and 175 ACRES of good farm
Friday at E-8 Fox
land with lots of crop
other items, cheap.
Meadows.
land
for bean, corn or
American Legion Hall,
wheat. Some bottom
Saturday,
September
THREE
PARTY
land that could be
Ilth,8 a.m.- 4p.m.
GARAGE Sale, Thurcleaned for additional
sday and Friday. 1 to 5
crop space. Reasonably
TWO Party Garage Sale.
113-SiOutax.7.10.1ZAL.1)4atir-Jaw
S2MItrelfy.4 E:
War115 Spruce Street.
finance. JOHN C.
sizes in good clothing.
NEUBAUER,
Avon bottles and many
REALTOR, 505 Main
other
items.
604
Vine
RUMMAGE SALE,
St., Murray, 753-0101 or
Street.
Monday-Friday.8 a. m.753-7531.
5 p. m. Till everything is
FOUR PARTY YARD
sold. Take Highway 121
Sale, September 10-11, THREE BEDROOM
toward New Concord,
HOME with gas heat.
Friday, 11-5, Saturday 9turn left on Highway 280,
Central location. Con5. On Highway 121 in
then turn first gravel
veneint to slfpping,
Coldwater
in
front
of
road on left. Follow
churches and middle shLambs Discount Shoes,
signs.
cool. House is in exmen,
women
and
cellent condition. Call or
children clothes. Some
SEVEN
PARTY
see Brice Ftatterree of
baby
items.
In
case
of
GARAGE
Sale,
the John C. Neubauer
rain will be next
Saturday, September 11,
Realtor, 505 Main St.,
weekend.
1976. 8-? Room size rug,
Murray 753-0101 or 753bicycle, two lawn
5921.
SIDE YARD SALE - 1
glowers, clothes and
from
mile
L and B
OWNER WANTS OFFER
miscellaneous items. 406
Grocery on New ConSouth 16th.
on this new 3 bedroom,
cord Highway. Sep142 bath home with
tember 9-10-11. 9 to 6.
THREE PARTY YARD
central heat and air, and
Clothes for women, girls
attached
Sale. September 9, 10,
garage.
and men. Shoes, bedD. Lots of new fabrics,
Located 8 miles Norspreads, curtains,
thwest of Murray on
baby
bed, dishes,
trotlines and box, $10.
large lot with garden
clothing
and
Boat, trailer, and motor,
area. Priced at only
miscellaneous.8 a. m.-5
$450. If rains will be in
$16,500 and owner
p. m. 422 South 8th
basement.
Street.
anxious to sell. Phone
KOPPERUD
REALTY,753-1222 for an
Attention Stockholders of
appointment to see this
home.
Calloway Co. Soil

Improvement Association (Co-Op)
Annual meeting to be held
DATE: Monday, Sept. 13, 1976
TIME: 7:00 p. m.
WHERE: Colonial House Smorgasbord
Please come by the Co-O5 Store and pick up your
tickets by Sept. 11th, 1976. Tickets 50e each.

SAVE
NOW
FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
$311.6.00 Up. Floored, reedy to me. Mamie hease edd-ms, peas.
carports, offices. Bey the 1411 for Less. CUSTOM- WILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-09$4.

3F1 X 3021:0
43 Real Estate

47 PoteorcycleN

49. Used Cars & Trucks

51. Services Offered

51. Services Offered

1. Services Offered

175 CC YAMAHA six, '1959
BOOKKEEPING and Tax
APACHE
31 CERAMIC
LICENSED
ELECTILE
$350. Call 753-3532.
Service. Reasonable
Chevrolet pickup , bathrooms, Quarry,
TRICIAN prompt ef$450.00. Extra clean.
slate, mirrors, shower -rates. Call Tom Ryan,
ficient service. NO job
48 Automotive Service
753-3673.
Call 753-0083
doors. Paver tile and
too small. Call Ernest
brick work. Call James
White,753-0605.
1967 MUSTANG wreck
50 Campers
CARPENTER RECAIR,
Hamilton 753.8500.
will sell parts. Or c
anti alterations, and
omplete car. Charles
EXPERT CARPENTER,
furniture repair. Call
Cochran, 753-8040 days, 16' TRAILER, camper.
?A ACRE FARM with
cabinet maker has
after
5.
INSULATION
blown
436-2476.
in
by
Sleeps
six.
Call 753-4904.
753-0114 evenings
immediate time for
house, barn amid extra
SEARS save on these
small
buildings on Tuckerwork,
trim
high heat and cooling
51.
Offered
Services
AIR SHOCKS, cash and
alterations or carpenter
Garland Road only eight
Will Do
bills, call Doug Taylor at
carry. $43.95. Barretts PAINTING,
work. Call 1-527-9889
miles from Murray. See
best
753-2310
for
free
QUILTING
Service Center. 639
or call Oatman Farley of
early or late.
references
furnished. •'estimates.
For the public
South 4th.
John C. Neubauer,
Call 753-0076.
Realtor, 505' Main St.,
436-5617
LAKELAND • CONHARMON'S
ROY
TWO TIRES, like new on
Murray, 753-0101 or 753STRUCTION backhoe I
CARPET CLEANING
SHOP.
CARPENTER
I
Chevrolet E-78-14, $50.
9775.
work in Baywood,
experienced, very
Professionals. Building,
Also ducks and large
PAINTING,
best
Panorama Shores area.
reasonable rates,
remodeling, repairing
hens. Call 436-5855.
references
furnished.
REDUCED !! SubWhite rock delivered
references,
free
Call 753-4124, South 4th
Call 753-0076.
division at Junction of
anywhere. Call Ross,
estimates. Quick drying.
Street. Across from HiAUTO TUNE UPS,$17.50.
Highway East 94 and
436-250.i.
Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
Burger.
Including all parts.
HAVING TROUBLE
280. 3 Bedroom brick,
pickup and delivery.
getting those small
large den with fireplace,
ELECTROLUX SALES
PAINTING, exterior and
ELECTRICAL WIRING
Call 753-5606.
plumbing jobs done?
living room, dining
and service. Call Tony
Interior, new and old
home and industrial, air
Then call 753-6614.
room, kitchen, utility,
Montgomery, 753-6760
work,
with
years
conditioning,
of
back
and
49. Used Cars & Trucks
and Ps baths. Central
day or night.
experience, free
refrigeration, plumbing
heat and air. Carpeting
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
estimates. Call 437-4534.
and heating. Call 4741972 VW Super Beetle,
Wilson
and
put
throughout. Good
or
8841
753-7203.
automatic, new tires,
aluminum siding and
location. Phone 753-7857.
NEED
good
TREES
cut
or
rebuilt -engine,
trim on your house.
GUTTERING
BY
condition. Call 489-2195. • firewood:Call 753-4707.
Ns saw "es 0-yeenssir MOW
Colors, also patio
46 Homes For Sale
SEARS, Sears seamless
OMNI carpets U...
awnings and aluminum
gutters installed per you
ELWY1972 TRIUMPH Spitfire
WILL
DO
carports and window
BY OWNER attractive 4
N arm waft pewspecifications.
Call
convertible. $1,750. Call
it
arise
*
BOOKKEEPING for
awnings. Phone 753-1873
bedroom home on large
Doug
Taylor
at
753.2310
753-1329
762-6189.
or
IfFICWVILY7small
businesses
or
in
my
247-5425.
corner
lot,
1710
for free estimate.
Mem dims sal mama
home. References
owl imp NU eel ail
Magnolia Dr., call 753grimvialmolo wow
1970 GREMLIN - 6 cyc.
available. Call 753-8538.
_7853.
GLASS REPLACEMENT
FENCE SALES AT
SCONSIWCALLYstraight shift. Rocket
Ors as WV
work
homes,
for
SEARS now. Call Doug
wheels
and
white
letter
Orleileetaif d0-111
FOUR BEDROOM brick,
MOBILE HOME anchors,
automobiles,and stores.
s Plasm. el Os ad
Taylor at 753-2310 for
tires. $700.00. Phone 354rrou SAVE UP TO
$25,000, 1007 Olive St.
custom underpinning,
Complete
line
of
saw PEA MOON)
free estimates of your
6217.
Murray. Call 753-7448.
porch
patio
and
mirrors, glass shelves
needs.
awnings, car porches
and table tops; and also
1969
TWO
InterTON
BY
OWNER-1721
and roofs sealed. Call WET BASEMENT? We
aluminum storm doors
DPiVe."Thrtke --. oational_...tracic..
3.13? sarike:-w4.easements ...anduiinctsmszepairtdoF,,___
grain bed.bed. Call 435-4534.
bedroom brick, central
Jack Glover.
replaced.
dry, work completely
Plus o
heat and air, 2 baths,
aluminum store front
guaranteed.
Call
or
built-in appliances. Call 1973 OLDSMOBILE 96.
work. Mobile ser,vice.‘
K AND H Repair Center.
write Morgan ConBeet ter eels $1208.ley
Luxury model, low
753-7722.
Free estimate. M and G
94
East,
tune-up
struction
fall
Co.
Route
2,
mileage. Good sharp
Sel-Air Decor Store
Complete
Glass,
special., Mowers and
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.'
car. Call 753-5,W
is4411 Caner 7$3,11•41
Dixieland
Shopping
TWO BEDROOM BRICK,
tillers, $7.00. Points,
42001. Phone day or
Centen,Call 753-0180.
lakeview
condensor, plug, and
home on
night 442-7026.
1972 FORD GRAND - blade sharpened. Winter
53. Feed And -Seed
beautiful tree shaded
TORINO Sport, Power
landscaped
storage available, $5.00. DRIVEWAYS graveled,
lot
ADVERTISING
WHEAT STRAW for sale.
steering, air, F.M.
overlooking Kentucky
Call 753-3323. Open 8
will haul all types pf
280 on Pottertown Road.
stereo
tape,
40,000
miles.
DEADLINES
Lake. Property is
a.m.-4 p.m.
rock; white, decorative
90 cents a bale, one or
Excellent condition.
located near Hamlin,
and wash rock. All types
All display ads,
Phone 527-9959.
500. Clovis Byerly, 753Ky. Home has a large
of sand and agriculture 1cla.ssified displays and
PAINTING, cabinet
4733.
family room, living
lime.
Mark
must
Bucy
display,
regular
finishing, sheetrock
1976 MONTE CARU).
room, built in range,
Trucking, call after 4
be submitted by 12
finishing, texture
Silver with burgundy top
drapes and carpeting.
p.m., 753-8381 or 753noon, the day before
54 Free Column
ceiling.. Call Ralph
interior.
Bucket
and
5795.
There is a large outside
publication.
Worley,
436-2658.
seats plus all extras.
storage building for
FREE - 10 week old
All reader classifies
Call 753-0123 before 5,
your garden tools and
female black kitten. Will
THREE TOPPING and
1
.
must be submitted by
TREE TRIMMING and
753-6266.
after
5
mower. To see this
make a lovable pet. Call
tree removal. Call 7533 p. m. the day before
removal. 10 years exreasonably priced lake
6477.
753-8761.
perience. Call 436-2294.
lication.
pu
POLARA,
1972
4
door,
view home call or see
hardtop, power steering
Pam Rodgers of the
TREE TRIMMING and
and power brakes, air, CUSTOM HAY bailing
John C. Neubauer,
removal. 10 years excustom
aand
combine.
shape
good
Realtor, 505 Main,
perience. Call 436-2294.
Call
753-8090.
mechanically.
$1,000.
Murray, 753-0101 or 753753-5841.
Call
7116.
Saturday September 1110.00 A. M. at Starling AnDOZER WORK - small K AND H REPAIR. 94
tiques Inc. in Hotel, Kentucky.
size ideal for leveling,
East. Phone 753-3323
CHEVROLET
1969
DELIGHFUL.
.Solid
spreading backfilling.
We buy, sell and repair
Impala Custom. Like
redwood cottage on
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
appliances and mowers.
Sales will be made from list of following oak
new. Call 498-8693.
Kentucky lake at mouth
and walnut pieces, robes, sideboards, washstanof Jonathan Creek. Two
ds, chests, tables, pump organs, organ stools,
BLACKTOP PAVING WOULD LIKE YARDS to
1965
CHEVROLET
bedrooms, bath, kitmow. Shurbbery or
sets of 4 and 6 walnut and oak chairs, dropleaf
and seal coating. For
pickup. $525. Can be
chen-den, and large
hedges to trim. Call 489and gateleg tables, brass, iron and wood bedfree estimate, call 753seen at 1305 S. 16th.
FIVE ROOM HOME on
screened porch. Com2471.
steads, hall stands, marble top washstands,
7238.
Street.
large lot located in
pletely furnished and air
Queen Anne buffet, roll top desk, bedroom suite,
ICirksey. Older frame
conditioned. $24,900.
fainting
couch, bookcase, over mantle mirror
1975
CADILLAC
Coupe
DOZER
AND
backhoe
CUSTOM SPLIT rail
home in good condition'
Call(502)247-7816.
and miscellaneous small furniture.
De Ville, factory new,
work. Trucking gravel
fencing: oak rails, stone
but needs some hanSmall Pieces
20,000 actual miles, one
and dirt. Call 437-4533,
base. Call 901-247-5569
dyman redecoration.
Bull harness, clocks, bowl and pitchers, red
owner, white over red
after 8 p. m. Call 1-354for free survey and
Several outbuildtngs ROBERTS
glass, lantern, vases, pitchers, cheese dishes,
with white leather in8161 or 1-354-8138.
REALTY-your leader
estimate.
and a variety of lovely
covered dishes, light shades, biscuit barrel, tea
terior. Phone 489-2481 or
in sales for 1976 needs
trees on this lot. This is
and chamber pots, coal hod and scuttle, fire
753-1751.
BOB'S
HOME
your Iktings. Call 753IMEXPERIENCED
an excellent opportunity
dogs, china ware, mercury and other good glass.
PROVEMENT
SER1651,
you
if
are
inPAINTING,interior and
to own a fine home at a
We, my wife, Louise and I certainly want to see
1974 CADILLAC Coupe
VICE, carpentry,
terested in selling your
exterior by the hour or
very reasonable price.
our
friends at this sale. No buy bidding or rejeclow
VWe,
De
painting,
mileage,
cement
property.
work.
job.
Free
estimates. Call
Priced in mid teens and
tions on any item going over the block. Not
loaded with extras. One,,
Call 436-2502.
753-8343.
owner wants a fast sale.
responsible for accidents. Detailed anowner, local car. Extra
FOR SALE OR trade.
Phone KOPPERUD
nouncements day of sale.
nice. Call 753-2347.
New 3 bedroom with
CHAUFFERING,
REALTY, '753-1222 for
KIRBY CARPET CARE
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Batley Owners
housecleaning,
central air and heat,
more information on
clean rugs of all kinds.
Mr.
and Mrs. Sonny Parkhill Managers
CHEVROLET
1965
mid 20's. Call 753-3672.
babysitting, odd jobs.
this home.
In business, homes, and
For information dial
pickup. $300 or best offer
Call Willing Workers,
institution rugs come
September
by
15.
Call
3 BEDROOM BRICK OWNER MOVING - 1
753-9982.
502-753-3375
clean
by
steam
436-2227.
home on large corner lot
cleaning.
bedroom, kitchen,
Free
at Belmont and Melrose
AVAILABLE
estimates, 24 hour andining room, all builtEXNEW 1975 DODGE D-600,
This has two baths,
swering service, 500
PERIENCED
ins, electric heat and
Murray, Kentucky.
2 ton truck 900 tires,
large livihg room and
housekeeper,
Maple 753-0359.
air, laundry room and
_
7,000
pound
front
axle
good size bedrooms.
babysitter. Phone 753large bath. Call 489-21-20'
17,000 pound rear axle
Price includes drapes
1387.
after 6 p.m.
Call 753-4652 or 753-8295
and carpeting. This
after 5 p. m.
7 Motorcycles
BRAND NEW home can
be
yours
NOW!
We
Immediate occupancy. 1975 CUSTOMIZED 550 1172 CAPRI, good conCB Honda. Excellent
dition,
good
gas
See or call Lirda Drake
Repair
condition. Must sell. Call
mileage. Call 753-6602.
of the John C. Neubauer
all small
Residential-Commercial Interior-Exterior Spray-Brush-Roll
767-6154.
Realtors, 505 Main St.,
Appliances
1973
CARPI
4
speed,
air
Murray, 753-0101 or 753In Shop, Spraying of yard furniture-shutters-etc.
conditioned,
red
0492.
1976 YAMAHA ENDRO
and
sunroof,
V-6,
new
tires
125. 90 miles, still under
Electronic Equipment
Sharp. $1,950. Call 753new warranty,
i 1976
LOT FOR sale on Lake
3833.
126 YZ, $800. "Ai 753Murray Nome
Barkley with paved st.;
7728.
We are Fully Insured
phone service, elec1968 LE SABRE Buick.
& Auto Store
tricity and city water.
No Job too large or too small
Clean, excellent con1,73 SUZUKI, 100 CC.
Cheese
$995.00 call days 522-8902
dition. Must be seen to
Road
and
trail.
$275.
or nights 753-1742 or 753be apprectsted. Call 753Bear
Kodiak
38
4060. terms available.
2274 or 489-2769 or 489ALUMINUM SIDINGS,
magnum,left handed. 50
2133.
vinyl siding, aluminum
lb. pull. Call 436-5356.
KENTUCKY LAKE
or
vinyl awnings
AREA. Woodland 1975
1970 PONTIAC Catalina.
Aluminum Service Co.
HONDA 750. $1250
acreage for sale by
Air conditioned. $500.
Call 492-8647.
Call 753-5744.
owner. 16 acres with 600
Call 753-5599
feet of County Road 1973 HONDA
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
CB 250.
frontage - $600 per acre.
1971 PINTO automatic
TANK and backhoe
Good condition. $500.
12 acres plus 100' x 200'
2000 C.C. motor. $700.00.
work needs call John
Call 753-5563.
access lot - $400 per
Phone 354-6217.
Lane.Phone 753-8669 or
acre. Small
down
436-2586.
1976 750 HONDA, 1100
payment and monthly
miles. Has Harley
AUTO CLEAN
UP,
payments to suit the
wheels, Windjammer
glazed, machine buffed GENERAL BACICHOE
Buyer. For directions to
work, white gravel,
Three and sissy bar
and waxed 825. Free
406 Sunbury Circle, Murray
inspect phone 436-5320 or
bank gravel. Call 436$1800. Call 436-4292.
pickup and delivery.
436-2473.
•
2306.
Call 753-5606
FOR ALL YOUR INSURANCE or ral
estate needs. Call
Wilson Insurance and
Real Estate, 753-3263.
Across from Post Office.

WENT RINSENIC

ANTIQUE AUCTION

Douglas Shoemaker

Auction
Coming up...
rfl

Saturday, Sept. 11, 1976
1:00 p.m. - Rain or Shine!
Farm Machinery and Equipment

th

Location: Go 2 miles out Highway SO West of
Mayfield, turn north on Sutton Lone, follow auction
signs.
Items To Be Sold:
1 85 Allis Chalmer 1976 (Less Than 200 Actual
Hours), Gleaner Combine-K, 1964 Chevrolet 2
Ton With Grain Bed,4-14" A. C. Breaking Plows,
4 Row A. C. Cultivators, 4 Row John Deere Drill,
Ammonia Tank,Farm Wagon, 10ft. Wheat Drill,
manure Spreader, 8 ft. John Deere Wheel Disk,
Corn Elevator'..
Reason For Selling: To help settle the estate of
Ronnie Sholar. Administrator: The First
National Bank of Mayfield.
Terms - Cash
For further information call

Larry Clark
Auction Service
Route 4, Mayfield, Kentucky
Phone 247-3357
Apprentice Auctioneers:
itandoll Rushing 376-5679
PION* Copeland 376-5264

PAINTING
Parking Lot Striping

FREE ESTIMATES

Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287

CARLOS BLACK JR.
PAINTING COMPANY

I.
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Funerals I

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Thompson

Trials Scheduled
In Henry County
For Local Persons

The trial of Jimmie Wade
Colson, a Murray construction
Funeral services for Mrs. worker, is scheduled to be
HiIan Thompson, widow of held Tuesday, September 11,
Mole • Thompson of New in Henry County,Tenn.,court.
Concord, are being held today
Colson is accused of murder
at two p.m. at the chapel of the in the death of Rodger Dale
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Moon who died of a head inHome with Bro. Dalton jury after a disturbance at
Vaughn officiating and Billy the Burger Bar on Highway 79
Buchanan leading the singing. east of Paris last March.
Serving as pallbearers are
The trial of Terry Compton
Rainy Lovins, Oury D. Lovins, and Donald Scott, charged
Charlie Wade Bucy, Joe Pat with attempted murder of
Coleman, Eurie Smith, and Mrs. Travis Lax on August 4,
Mac Coleman.'Burial will be 1975, is scheduled for Thurin the New Liberty Cemetery.
sday, September 16 in Henry
Mrs. Thompson,age 92, died County Court. Compton and
Tuesday at 11:45 a.m. at the Scott were convicted in
Murray-Calloway County
January of the 1975 murder of
Hospital. She was a member Travis Lax..
of the Mt. Carmel Baptist
Compton was sentenced to
Church.
die in the electric chair August
Survivors are one daughter, 1$ but Gov. Ray Blanton has
Mrs. Hardy Kelso, Murray; said there.
be no
two sons, Otiste of Murray and
executions while he is in ofLoyd of New Concord;" one
fice. Scott is serving a 20-year
granddaughter, Mrs. Kenneth
sentence after being convicted
Greer; one great grandof second degree murder.
daughter, Amanda Greer; one
half sister; four half brothers.

vial

Gravesite Services
For Crofoot Twins

Dance Planned At
Calloway Saturday

The Calloway County High
School Student Council will
Graveside services for sponsor a dance on Saturday,
Angela and Christopher September 11, at the school
Crofoot, twin daughter and gym.
Totilmy Futrell, Student
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robin
Crofoot, 1343 West Broadway, Council president, said the
Mayfield, were held at three dance will start at 8:00 p.m.
p.m. Tuesday at Maplewood and end at approximately
Cemetery, Mayfield, with 11:45 p.m. Tickets will be sold
during school and at the door
Rev. James Tharp in charge.
The infants were stillborn that night.
- --..... higaday _mortink at the
Murray-Calloway -CourTiy -r--Hospital.
Surviving besides the
parents are two brothers,
Phillip and Dale Crofoot, at
The Eagle Gift Shop,located
home, paternal grandparents, on Highway 79 near
Paris
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Crofoot, Landing State Park,
was
of Reno, Nev., and maternal completely destroyed
by fire
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. early Wednesday morning.
Dean Neale,Bradenton, Fla,
Two volunteer firemen, Jim
Conger and Bob Belson, were
injured when a wire from a
utility pole in the rear of the
building fell trapping one
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — fireman for about three
to four
Construction
has
been minutes while the other
completed on a $110,000 dam managed to get out of the
at Lake Barkley State Park electrified water in a few
aimed at reducing annual seconds. Conger was tranflooding on the Boots Ran- sferred to Memphis, Tenn.,for
dolph Golf Course.
treatment of the burns he
The Kentucky Division of received. Belson was not
_Water Resources began the 28- believed seriously hurt.
foot-high darn project last
March after the state Parks
Veterans of the American
Department appropriated the
Revolution and their depen./
money.
The U.S. Soil Conservation dents received government
Service assisted in providing benefits until 1911, acecirding
Veterans
the
Adtechnical data and labor on to
ministration.
the project.

Carter And Ford Both Court
Ethnic Votes On Wednesday
By DAVE RILEY
campaign pace, Ford generally
if I'm electad."
Associated Press Writer
followed his campaign strategy of
Meanwhile,Claude Wild Jr., a former
While Jimmy Carter trekked through
remaining at the White House.
Gulf Oil Corp. lobbyist and a central
a Polish neighborhood in Pittsburgh,
But before unveiling Casimir Pulaski
figure in a federal probe of illegal
President Ford in the White House also
memorial day, Ford called a hasty
campaign contributions, said he had
was seeking the ethnic vote, enoutdoor news conferente- to accuse
made a mistake when he claimed he
tertaining
a
Polish-American
Carter of a lack of compassion for FBI
gav4 $2,000 in 1970 to Sen. Bob Dole,
delegation and declaring a Casimir
Director Clarence Kelley.
Ford's running mate.
Pulaski memorial day.
Carter said Tuesday that if he were
Wild apologized to Dole for the earlier
Casimir Pulaski was a Polish general
president he woult have fired Kelley
statement in which he said he had given
who served the colonies in the
for receiving gifts and favors from FBI
Dole the money from a legal Gulf "good
Revolutionary War. Ford told the
subordinates. But Carter declined to
government" fund in 1970 to pass on to
Polish-American leaders at the White, say if he will fire Kelley if the
other GOP Senate candidates.
House that he is naming Oct. 11 a
Democrats win the White House in
"I have been in error and conPulaski memorial day, and he praised
November.
sequently have done a serious
the revolutionary general for his
Ford said he thought Carter's refusal
disservice to Sen. Dole," Wild said. The
•'heroic sacrifice.", .
to say what he would do about Kelley
significance of such a legal contribution
Ford also tolkihe Polish leaders
was contradictory to his orginial
rests in the fact that Dole had never
Wednesday that the White House gates
criticism. And he argued that in
mentioned any such money in his
would always be open so they could
critioizing Kelley the Democratic
required campaign financing reports.
discuss their problems with him. And
nominee displayed a liek 'Of comDole called Wild's original charge
they did, telling Ford they were conpassion because the FBI director's late
"an unfortunate incident," adding,
cerned about Polish jotes on television,
wife was terminally ill at the time of the
"We're moving ahead with the cama need for Polish-Americans in highincidents.
paign."
level federal jobs and conditions in
"I'm confused on the one hand by his
A
Tennessee
congressman.
Poland.
flip-flop on this issue and I am very
challenged Ford's power to let Dole's
In Pittsburgh, Carter donned a Tdisappointed by his lack of compas.sion
wife, Elizabeth, take a leave of absence
shirt emblazoned with "Polish Hill"
on the other," Ford said, praising
from her post as a member of the
TONIGHT, Thursday, at seven p.m. The Pyle Brothers
and toured the heavily Polish neighKelley for "straightening out a very
Federal Trade Commission. Rep. Joe
will conduct a special service at First Assembly of God,
borhood of the same name. The
difficult situation" at the FBI.
L. Evins, D-Tenn., said Mrs. Dole
South 16th and Glendale, Murray. The brothers, Nate,
Democratic presidential candidate was
Kelley has repaid $355 to the FBI for
should quit the panel if she plans to
greeted by enthusiastic crowds as he
Mike, and toe, began their ministry tif sinking and
material and labor used to make im- campaign for her husband.
posed with parochial school children on
preaching in the Evansville, Ind., area and since then
provements at his home. Kelley said he
Carter's running mate, Sen. Walter
the steps of a Catholic church and
have recorded several albums and traveled to churches
had not known FBI money was used to
Mondale of Minnesota, campaigned
received a ceremonial kiss from a
throughout the United States and in Canada. Rev. Jerry
make the improvetneilf:
from the back of a haywagon in a
priest.
Carter's press secretary, Jody
Hendley, pastor of First Assembly, invites the public to
Missouri field crisped by drought and
Later, in a speech in Washington to
Powell, said, "Ford's comments are a
attend this service tonight.
told farmers that Carter wants "to
the national convention of the Jewish
cynical distortion of Gov. Carter's
restore agriculture, rural America and,
organization B'nai B'rith, Carter said
remarks and an apparent attempt to
above all, family farming to the high
the Ford administration often has
skirt the real issue involved."
Priority it deserves in Washington."
"ignored basic American values and a
Moving on to Columbus, Ohio, Carter
proper concern for human rights."
worked Wednesday night on the theme
Carter said the United States has
of party and national unity, saying that
"responded inadequately to human
as president he will be able to bring the
suffering" in Bangladesh and other
country together.
. viand*
itosa . ignixneCt
rolcePtkulatas Picalg..
(2111R.,11r,
nomework, lost appeals of repression by the governments of such
By MALCOLM N.CARTER
said, "Think about Nixon and now
allegations they did so or left allies as South Korea.
Associated Press Writer
President Ford, a decent man, timid.
The American Red Cross is sponWEST POINT, N.Y.(API — for other reasons. Four cases
He promised to restore the morality
They talk about fiscal responsibility.
soring a Standard First Aid Course to
They pass , along exam are pending.
he said is lacking under the leadership
The last two budget requests by the
be held September 14, 15, and 16 from
accused
cadets of Ford and Secretary of State Henry A.
The
questions at meals. They lie
government were over $50 billion in
5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m. at the Calloway
about attendance. They steal Rs-spmbled the affidavits to Kissinger, and he vowed to work for the
deficit.
County
Public Library. This course
athletic equipment. And, support their contention that emigration of Soviet Jews.
"I don't care how you look at it —
fulfills Occupational Safety and Health
here
system
the
has
honor
according to affidavits signed
Kissinger later showed up at the
tough management, balanced budgets,
Act requirements for industry and
by cadets accused in the U.S. failed, that cheating is so convention and declared, "Morality is
low inflation, high erhployment, low
business, a spokesman said.
Military Academy's biggest widespread thal/to punish rot going to be an issue in this camdeficits, and the Democratic party
Anyone needing certification in this
scandal, they do so with them by forOag them to leave paign by our side.
stands up well. I don't intend to destroy
area for professional or personal
for a year for good ishnjust.
abandon.
As Carter continued his hectic
the reputation of the Democratic party
reasons may enroll by calling 753-1421.
In the 151 affidavits shown
to The Associated Press on
Wednesday, some 60 cadets
—Correction —
charge nearly 700 other cade
Godchaux
with flaunting the honor
by lying, cheating, stealing,
fixing cases befor he cadet
5 lb. Bag
comptfttee
honor
and
Limit Of I per customer with additional
tolerating
e activities.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP , - J. Daniel Edelman agency on
He added,displaying no fear
Two a avits allege that a
purchases
of contradiction, that the KFC
mem r of the Class of 1974 Harland Sanders had no advertising for KFC.
The man in the white suit craft "is said to be the only
aceipted a $1,200 bribe to inkling until he was past most
'return the single not-guilty people's retirement age that will leave New York at 5 p.m., passenger-carrying balloon in
vote needed to free another chickens would enter his life in arriving in LouistIlle in time the world with a chicken
Northside & Southside
for the 7:30 cocktails that kick shape,"
cadet of charges against him. a big way.
began
age
But
of
66
at
he
the
of
his
dinner-dance
birthday
Other affidavits say mere
friendship of a member of the building what became a at the Galt House. That lasts
88-cadet honor committee is Kentucky Fried Chicken until 1 a.m. Saturday.
Thanks to the tremendous response to the specials we've
At 9 a.m., he'll be on the
often enough to win innocent empire.
been running, we are able to offer you this outstanding
He'll celebrate his 86th Louisville riverfront, ready
verdicts. Still others say inbargain_
birthday
with
an
ascent
for
an
cruise
Ohio
on
River
the
cidents of cheating are far too
Saturday in a seven story-tall sternwheel steamer Belle of
Thurs., Fri., and Sat.,
numerous to list.
"It would be futile to try and hot-air balloon shaped like a Louisville for KFC employes
Sept. 9th, 10th & 11th
and franchise holders.
document the exact times and chicken.
Colonel
Sanders
has
plenty
the
Then
balloon.
comes
From 4 p.m. HI closing
dates that this occurred since
"At 12:30 or 1 o'clock at Cox
it became habitual all the way of other festivities scheduled
until and including the term as well, Ray Callender, press Park, a seven-story-tall hotsupervisor for the Kentucky air chicken balloon will sail
end exam," one cadet swore.
Large Toss Salad, Choice of Potato
He referred to the practice Fried Chicken Corp., said skyward with the Colonel
aboard," Callender said. "It is
of writing formulas, equations Wednesday.
8. Texas Toast
Sanders' birthday is really the shape of a chicken and the
and various sample problems
in the margins of the Thursday, but he's spending basket is made to look like a
mathematics texts permitted Thursday and most of Friday bucket of chicken."
in New York, working with the
A high school band will play
during tests.
"Up, Up and Away," the KFC
"I can remember many
official said.
instances in which 'poop
_ "Eyerybody said that for a
sessions' were given by
LAKE DATA
hot-air'balloon to fly it had to
Court Square
someone who had already
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.8
have an envelope of the
taken an exam. The size of no change.
familiar balloon shape," he
these poop sessions ranged
Below dam 301.8 no change.
said. "But this has extrusions
from five to 10 to literally
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 355.8
filled with hot air in the shape
entire companies, and from up 0.1.
of a head and tail.
there it spread to other
Below dam 302.7 up 0.5.
"We hope to fly it
companies throughout the
Sunset 7:15. Sunrise 6:34.
throughout the United States
regiment, usually by word of
Moon rises 7:06 p.m.. sets
from time to time and use it as
mouth," an affidavit read.
Thursday 7:35 a.m.
a promotional tool," he said.
The worst scandal in West
Point's 174-year history has
touched 226 cadets to date. Of
that number, '149 have adDixieland Shopping Center, Murray, Ky.
mitted
their
guilt in
753-3461
collaborating on graded

Honor Code Flaunted
According To Affidavits

Red Cross To
Sponsor First
--Aid- rmorse Here

'
2.---- — - *--AO- it":-"--Lagre" Gift

Destroyed By Fire

Construction On
Dam Completed

See Us For
Your ,
Home Loon

nders To Celebrate Birth
With Ride In Chicken Balloon

794

Sugar

IGA

8 oz. Sirloin Strip Steak

FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN
Murray Branch

Only
Rudy's Restaurant

The Tree
Of Life

Hurry! Hurry! Hurry!

Is Now Open

Now is the time
Pentecostal Church
Now is the time to
Plans Services
Lay-Awayfor Christmas!
For The Weekend
Do it now before prices go up. All
Craig merchandise at a special price
for one week only.

BUY YOUR STEREO WHERE
YOU CAN GET SERVICE!
You know we service.
what we sell!

TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center

753-5865

The New Concord United
Pentecostal Church will have
a special service on Saturday.
September 11, at seven p.m.
with Bro. Howard Rice of
Union City, Tenn., as the
speaker.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. and worship service at
eleven a.m. on Sunday,
September 12. "Joys for
Jesus," gospel singers from
Milan, Tenn., will be singing
Sunday afternoon.
A basket lunch will be
served at noon on Sunday. The
church is located on Highway
444, according to Rev. W. L.
Melton, pastor, who invites
the public to attend.

(

se
Peanut Butter Machine—Baby Food Grinder
Cheese—Bread—i-Flour—Cereals-----Nuts
Whole Grains—Dried Fruits—Seeds—Yogurt
Health Books—Natural Nut Butter—Juicers
Seed Sprouters—Vegetarian Supplies—Yogurt Maker
Vitamins—Minerals--Proteins—Herbs 8 Herb Tea
The Freedom Quartet of Booneville, Miss., will be
presented in a gospel singing at the Independence
United Methodist Church, located east of Almo, on
Saturday, September 11, t 7:30 p.m. The pastor, Rev.
Coy Garrett, invites the pubik to attend.

FREE SAMPLES
HOT TEA
Don't Forget to register for drawing of

Free Yogurt Maker
Mother Earth News, Cayce Books 8 Remedies

a'

